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SECTION I
Competitions Overview
South Texas Youth Soccer Association (STYSA) hosts a wide variety of competitions each seasonal year
which are designed to best fit the skill and ability level of each individual team, while at the same time
providing opportunity for teams to play against opponents from all across South Texas. While all these
competitions are hosted by STYSA, several are linked to US Youth Soccer Regional and National
competitions, which may have rules and standards separate from STYSA.
All STYSA competitions are under the authority of the STYSA Competitions Committee and are operated
by the STYSA State Office.

2017/2018 Competitions Calendar
*Registration Dates can be found on each competition webpage on the stxsoccer.org website
SEPTEMBER 2017
Sept 5 --- SCL Transfer/Release Deadline
Sept 9/10 --- SRPL Play Date / SCL Season
Sept 16/17 --- SCL Season
Sept 23/24 --- SRPL Play Date / SCL Season
Sept 30 --- SRPL Play Date / SCL Season
OCTOBER 2017
Oct 1 ---SRPL Play Date / SCL Season
Oct 7/8 --- SCL Season
Oct 14/15 --- SRPL Rain Date / SCL Season
Oct 21/22 --- SRPL Play Date / SCL Season
Oct 28/29 --- SRPL Play Date / SCL Season
NOVEMBER 2017
Nov 4/5 --- SRPL Rain Date / SCL Season
Nov 11/12 --- SRPL Play Date / SCL Season
Nov 18/19 --- SRPL Rain Date / SCL Season
DECEMBER 2017
Dec 2/3 --- 13U SRPL Qualifying / SRPL Promotion Event (14U-15U SCL)
Dec 2/3 --- Fall Championships District Playoffs
Dec 9/10 --- Fall Championships State Finals
Dec 11 --- STYSA Transfer/Release Window Opens
Dec 16/17 --- SRPL Rain Date
February 2018
Feb 3/4 --- 13U SRPL Play Date
Feb 10/11 --- 13U SRPL Play Date
Feb 12 --- STYSA Transfer/Release Deadline for 11U-15U teams
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March 2018
Mar 12 --- STYSA Transfer/Release Deadline for 16U-19U teams
April 2018
Apr 7/8 --- State Cup Open Bracket Play-In / STX Cup Playoffs
Apr 11 --- State Cup / Presidents Cup Roster Freeze
Apr 14/15 --- State Cup Open Bracket Play-In Rain Date
Apr 21/22 --- Presidents Cup District Round /STX Cup State Finals /Directors Cup Playoffs
Apr 28/29 --- State Cup / Presidents Cup District Round / Directors Cup Rain Date
May 2018
May 5/6 --- State Cup / Presidents Cup District Round / Directors Cup State Finals
May 12/13 --- State Cup District Round / Presidents Cup Rain Date
May 19/20 --- State Cup Rain Date / Presidents Cup State Finals
May 26-28 --- State Cup Finals
May 29 --- STYSA Transfer Window Opens for teams advancing to Regional Events
June 2018
June 12-17 --- Southern Presidents Cup
June 21-28 --- Southern Regionals
July 2018
July 11-15 --- National Presidents Cup
July 23-28 --- National Championships
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Competitions Standards
CODE OF ETHICS
PARENT’S CODE OF ETHICS
As a parent I play a special role in contributing to the needs and development of children.
Through my encouragement and good example, I can help assure that all the boys and girls learn
good sportsmanship, and self-discipline. In soccer young people learn to work together, to
sacrifice for the good of the team, to enjoy winning and deal appropriately with defeat – all
while becoming physically fit and healthy. Best of all, they have fun.

Support Your Child
Support your child by giving encouragement and showing interest in their team is very
important. Help my child work toward skill improvement and good sportsmanship in every
game. Teach my child that hard work and an honest effort are often more important than
victory.

Always Be Positive
Parents serve as role models for their children. Become aware of this and work to be a positive
role model. Applaud good plays by your child’s team as well as good plays by the opposing team.
Support all efforts to remove verbal and physical abuse from youth sports activities.

Remember That Your Child Wants to Have Fun
Remember that your child is the one playing soccer, not you. It’s very important to let children
establish their own goals – to play the game for themselves. Take care not to impose your own
standards and goals on them. Children play for the fun of playing.

Reinforce Positive Behavior
Positive reinforcement is the best way to help your child achieve their goals and their natural
fear of failure. Nobody likes to make mistakes. If your child does make one, remember it is all
part of learning, so encourage your child’s efforts and point out the good things your child
accomplished.

Don’t Be a Sideline Coach or Ref
Coaches and referees are usually parents just like you and they volunteer their time to help
make your child’s youth soccer experience a positive one. They need your support too. That
means refraining from coaching or refereeing from the sidelines. As a volunteer organization,
there’s usually always an opportunity for you to take your interest in coaching or refereeing to
the next level and become one yourself!

PLAYER’S CODE OF ETHICS
-

I will play soccer for the enjoyment of the game.
I will show respect to all involved in the game: Referees, Coaches, Parents and spectators
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-

And most of all respect to the players, both on my team and the opposing team, for without
the other players, the game would not be played.
I will conduct myself with dignity and obey the laws of the game.

COACH’S CODE OF ETHICS
-

-

-

-

-

-

I coach because I want to help young people mature into well adjusted, productive adults
with strong character and because I want these young people to get proper exposure to the
fun and exciting game of soccer. In short, I want them to enjoy soccer and sport and to grow
up well.
My actions and personal manner will be a good example for young people to follow.
a. I will treat all players, coaches, administrators, parents and referees with the respect
and courtesy I desire for myself.
b. Any dissatisfaction I want to express will be stated in a private forum and in a
restrained and civil manner.
c. I will respect and honor the beliefs and sensitivities of all players, coaches, parents,
administrators, and referees.
No matter how selected, I recognize that all players on my team have value, both as players
and as a person.
a. If I select players for a competitive or select team, I will do so recognizing that players
are on the team to play, not to watch.
b. I recognize that all players signed up to play and have fun and, except for health or
disciplinary reasons, I am committed to playing each player more than fifty percent of
the game and in a manner that seems fair to all players and parents.
c. As a coach it is not appropriate for me to teach the players that "life is not fair"; they
will learn enough of that on their own. My job is to make the soccer part of their life
as fair as possible, no matter what the level of competition.
I will be prepared for each game and practice.
a. For practices I will have a practice plan that efficiently uses the time available and
teaches the players important skills and strategies for the game of soccer.
b. For games I will have a game plan that will utilize the talents of all my players to the
utmost while insuring that each player feels needed and respected.
I will be an encourager, not a discourager.
I will follow all the Laws of the Game and will abide by all the administrative procedures of
my club, local association, South Texas Youth Soccer Association, United States Youth
Soccer, and the United States Soccer Federation.
I will do my best to make soccer the fun game for all.

REFEREES
CERTIFIED ASSIGNOR
Certified referee assignors shall be used for all STYSA State Competitions.

CERTIFIED OFFICIALS
Current registered/certified officials shall be used for all games within STYSA State Competitions. Games
should be officiated by the three-person FIFA / USSF Referee System. If, because of unforeseen
circumstances, a currently registered referee is unable to officiate or does not appear for an assigned
game, a person may then be designated at game time to act as referee in an emergency for that one
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game. When neutral assistant referees are not assigned or fail to appear for a game as assigned, the
game referee may seek the assistance of the club linesman whose duties shall be as delegated to them
by the referee.

ASSIGNOR / OFFICIALS PAY
All STYSA State Competitions will pay referees at the below rates:
Assignor: $12/game
Referees for 11U-14U games: $45 (center referee), $25 (assistant referee / linesman)
Referees for 15U-19U games: $60 (center referee), $35 (assistant referee / linesman)
Standby Official: $20 (the standard is for 1 standby for every set of 4 games)
4th Official (if necessary): $20/game
For all STYSA Competitions run by the State Office, assignors and referees will be paid electronically
through the STYSA referee assigning software.

SITE COORDINATORS
Site Coordinators may be used by STYSA at locations where oversight of STYSA games is needed. In the
absence of STYSA Board and Staff, the site coordinator will represent STYSA in all on-site matters. The
site coordinator is typically an experienced referee who assists with referee coordination between
games, then monitors the sidelines of all fields where STYSA games are in progress. STYSA competitions
run by the State Office will pay site coordinators at the below rates:
Site Coordinator Pay Rate: $150 for the first 3 game slots, then $25/game slot after. Should
there be different game slot times at the same complex (i.e. shorter game slots times for small
sided vs. longer game slot times for full sided), the longer time slot games will determine the
total site coordinator payment.
For all STYSA Competitions run by the State Office, site coordinators will be paid electronically through
the STYSA referee assigning software.

ROSTERING REQUIREMENTS
Rostering for all STYSA State Competitions must be done in accordance with the STYSA Administrative
Handbook (www.stxsoccer.org/rules_and_bylaws/).
ROSTER ADJUSTMENTS: STATE / REGIONAL / NATIONAL LEAGUES
All roster adjustments and use of club pass must be done in accordance with the STYSA Administrative
Handbook. Should the Regional or National Leagues have separate standards of rostering and use of
club pass, teams participating in those leagues should abide by those league rules.
ROSTER ADJUSTMENTS: STYSA SPRING CUPS
All changes to rosters of teams entered in STYSA Spring Cup competitions must be processed in the
GotSoccer system prior to the final roster deadline. Rosters generated from any other player registration
system will not be allowed. It is the responsibility of the team to provide the required documentation
for changes to their Club and South Texas Member Association Registrar, allowing sufficient time prior
to STYSA deadline for the registrar to process the change in the registration system.
Transfer / Release Deadline (see Competitions Calendar): This means that any
transfers/moves/releases MUST be finalized by this date. Any “new” players to STYSA may
added to your roster after the transfer/release deadline, with final approval by STYSA. All
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players listed on the final competition roster must be “primary” players to the team. South
Texas Member Associations may set an earlier deadline to ensure changes and requests can be
processed before the STYSA deadline.
Roster Freeze (see Competitions Calendar): Any new players, approved to add to your roster,
must be added by this date. South Texas Member Associations may set an earlier deadline to
ensure paperwork can be processed before the STYSA deadline. In addition, the roster
continuity throughout the State Cup and Presidents Cup competitions (includes
Regionals/Nationals) will be based off of this Roster Freeze date.
Transfer / Transfer Limit: For the purposes of STYSA Cup play, any player who was rostered to
another team for the fall season must complete the STYSA Transfer/Release form in order to
move to a different team; however, only those players who were previously rostered to a team
in a different club will be counted toward the maximum transfer limit.
Transfer limit for 11U and 12U teams: 3 previously rostered players
Transfer limit for 13U through 19U teams: 5 previously rostered players

TEAM CORE REQUIREMENTS
Team core refers to roster continuity, which for STYSA State Competitions is defined as retaining greater
than 50% of players from the Club, registered with STYSA during the previous season. Teams not having
roster continuity cannot retain their pre-seeded position in STYSA Cups or Leagues.

DISCIPLINE / PROTEST
Disciplinary action in State Competitions will be in accordance with Section 4 of the STYSA
Administrative Handbook (www.stxsoccer.org/rules_and_bylaws/). A specific State Competition
reserves the right to take additional disciplinary action within the competition through the authority of
the STYSA Competitions Committee.
Protest procedures are included in the rules of each competition, but will be in accordance with Section
4 of the STYSA Administrative Handbook (www.stxsoccer.org/rules_and_bylaws/). Only those teams
involved are permitted to protest a game result. Protests on a specific game cannot be filed by third
parties, such as coaches of other teams or league / state administrator(s). A protest may not be based
upon the judgment call of a referee.

PLAYER / TEAM GEAR LOGO POLICY
At every level of South Texas Youth Soccer Association (STYSA) competitions, each player or team official
at a game may only have on his/her/their apparel the name, logo, or other identifying mark of a
member directly or indirectly of STYSA or US Youth Soccer. A name, logo, or other identifying mark of
any youth soccer organization other than STYSA or US Youth Soccer or its member must be removed,
replaced, or covered before a player, team, or team official may participate in a STYSA sanctioned Fall
league or Spring Cup competition.
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SECTION II
LEAGUES
LEAGUE HIERARCHY
The below is the league hierarchy in which STYSA teams participate. The STYSA State Cup is included
since it does promote into a league (SRPL). The lowest level league available to STYSA teams is the D2
and D3 Association leagues while the highest league available is National League. State Classic League
and above will be the only leagues covered in this manual since STYSA has operational and/or
administrative responsibilities in those leagues.
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
The US Youth Soccer National League competition is for the nation's top teams in the 14U, 15U, 16U,
17U and 18U boys and girls age groups. The 14U and 15U divisions consist of a total of 16 teams per
gender age group, while the 16U through 18U gender age groups feature 32 teams each. The National
League offers additional exposure to collegiate, professional and U.S. National Team coaches and offers
the highest level of competition in the country as each team must earn their place in the league.
National League teams continue play in their respective US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues and State
Championships to complete their competitive calendar.
The top teams from each division advance to the US Youth Soccer National Championships, the oldest
and most prestigious youth soccer national championship in the country. The four National League
representatives will join the four Regional Champions in the 14U through 18U age groups to play for the
National Championship. The top teams in each 14U through 17U division also secure a spot to return to
National League play the following season.
The National League is an extension of the highly successful US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues (Eastern
Regional League, Midwest Regional League, Southern Regional Premier League and Far West Regional
League).
South Texas does not manage any aspects of the National League, but is the rostering authority for all
STX teams in the league. For more information about National League, visit
www.usyouthsoccer.org/national_league/

SOUTHERN REGIONAL PREMIER LEAGUE (SRPL)
The US Youth Soccer Southern Regional Premier League (SRPL) provides an opportunity for the most
competitive teams in Region III to play each other in a league format. The league is comprised of boys
and girls teams, ages 13U through 19U.
The SRPL encompasses the southern 12 State Associations in the United States, but is split into 3 subregions.
West Sub-Region (SRPL-W): Oklahoma, North Texas, South Texas
Central Sub-Region (SRPL-C): Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, West Tennessee,
Alabama, West Florida
East Sub-Region (SRPL-E): East Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, East
Florida
Each State Association decides the criteria for selecting teams to be considered for inclusion in the
Southern Regional Premier League season. Final approval of teams for SRPL-W is made by the State
Association. Typically, the prior year’s SRPL Champion, the State Cup Champion and finalist or the
Champion of an in-state league are potential candidates. Each State Association is invited to submit at
least two teams in each age group/gender. Games are scheduled in the fall or the spring, depending on
age. The South Texas promotion / relegation process into, and out of, Premier League can be found in
this manual. South Texas may submit up to 4 teams in the SRPL-W.
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SOUTHERN REGIONAL PREMIER LEAGUE PROMOTION/RELEGATION
PROMOTION
Promotion into Premier League: 13U
South Texas will qualify 4 teams into the 13U Spring SRPL-W season through a 13U
Qualifying Event held in December. The event will include the top 3 teams from
WDDOA, the top 3 teams from DDL, an El Paso representative, and a Rio Valley
representative. These 8 teams will be grouped into 2 groups of 4 and play a 3-game
round robin. The top 2 teams from each group will represent South Texas in the 13U
SRPL-W in Spring.
Promotion into Premier League: 14U
SRPL #1 – Top finishing South Texas Team in 13U Spring Premier League
SRPL #2 – 2nd Highest finishing South Texas Team in 13U Spring Premier League
State Cup #1 – Highest finishing 13U State Cup Team not prequalified via Premier
League
State Cup #2 – 2nd Highest finishing 13U State Cup Team not prequalified via Premier
League
Promotion into Premier League: 15U – 19U
SRPL #1 – Top finishing South Texas Team in Premier League
SRPL #2 – 2nd Highest finishing South Texas Team in Premier League
State Cup #1 – Highest finishing State Cup Team not prequalified via Premier League or
SCL
SCL #1 – SCL Finals Champion
Promotion into Premier League if a team declines or disbands
SRPL #1 Declines – PLW #2 would advance to PLW #1. Then the PLW #2 spot would
need filled.
SRPL #2 Declines or needs filled – PLW #3 would fill the spot, followed by PLW #4 should
PLW #3 not be able to fill the spot.
State Cup PLW Spot Declines – The Spot would be filled by the next highest finishing
State Cup Finals team. Should the teams who participated in the State Cup State Finals
be exhausted, the position would then be offered to the highest finishing SCL team
(from the SCL Premier/Finals event) not qualified for PLW.
SCL #1 Declines – SCL #2 (from the SCL Premier/Finals Event) would fill the spot
followed by SCL #3, should SCL #2 not fill the spot. Should SCL #3 decline, the spot
would then be filled by SCL #4.
*The specific spot will be filled by the next qualifying team via the specific qualifying
process (the exception being the State Cup spot should all teams from the State Cup
State Finals be exhausted).

RELEGATION
Relegation from Premier League into SCL
SRPL #3 – 3rd Highest finishing South Texas Team in Premier League
SRPL #4 – 4th Highest finishing South Texas Team in Premier League

For more information about the SRPL, visit www.stxsoccer.org/regional_premier-league/ or
www.regioniii.usyouthsoccer.org/premier_league/southern_regional_premier_league/
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SOUTH TEXAS STATE CLASSIC LEAGUE (SCL)
This league is a fully sanctioned US Youth Soccer and South Texas Youth Soccer Association competitive
league. SCL will provide an opportunity for the most competitive play possible for qualified teams within
South Texas Youth Soccer Association to aid in the development of the competitive youth soccer
player. SCL will serve as the league which determines eligibility of participating teams and seeding for
other South Texas Youth Soccer competitions. SCL will include Eastern and Western District Teams and
they will be identified as SCL East and SCL West. The U14-U19 age groups will play in the Fall.

MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
SCL shall be administered by the STYSA Director of Competitions (Administrator) under the direction of
the STYSA Competitions Committee.

SCHEDULE
Each team will play matches scheduled by the Administrators. The SCL Administrators will establish sites
and match competitions.

SCL D&P/APPEALS COMMITTEE
STYSA Appeals Committee

LEAGUE RULES
SCL is owned and operated by STYSA. Participation in the SCL is governed by the rules adopted by the
United States Soccer Federation (US Soccer), US Youth Soccer (USYS), Federation Internationale de
Football Association (FIFA) and South Texas Youth Soccer Association (STYSA) rules except where
modified below.

SECTION 1. ELIGIBILITY AND QUALIFYING CRITERIA
1) Team Eligibility and Registration









SCL is not an open competition.
Participation of teams requires approval from the STYSA Competitions Committee.
All registrations and payments must be received by the deadline date established for each
season.
Roster continuity must be retained from the prior qualifying league. For the 2017 SCL Season,
roster continuity will be consistent with a Club Core requirement. Roster continuity is defined as
retaining greater than 50% of players from the Club (registered during the 2016-17 seasonal
year).
All teams must be properly registered with a STYSA Member Association
All teams must be in good standing with SCL, Local Association, STYSA, USYSA, and the USSF.
The STYSA Administrators will set a roster freeze deadline by which all roster adjustments (adds,
drops, transfers) must be complete.

2) SCL Qualifying Criteria


Teams shall be in the 14U-19U age groups (2017 Fall Season)
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The STYSA Competitions Committee and Administrator will determine the teams qualified to
participate in each age group prior to the start of League play.
Teams in SCL must be either currently qualified to play SCL or be promoted to SCL
o In the Eastern District through Dynamo Orange (Division 1 Competitive) level of play.
o In the Western District through WDDOA (Division 1 Competitive) level of play.
There is an application process in which the Competition Committee (CC) will review and
approve or deny submitted applications.

SECTION 2. FORMATION OF DIVISIONS
1) Supervision / Management
Each age group in each division will be under the supervision of the Competitions Committee and
management of the Administrators.

2) Age Groups
Age Groups as defined by US Youth Soccer (i.e. 16U) will be divided into single birth year divisions
whenever there are sufficient teams participating in the League.

3) Divisions
SCL East/SCL West Districts will consist of up to 6 teams in a bracket in each age group.
Brackets will be expanded for the 2017 Fall SCL Season to account for adjustments in SRPL and
teams integrating back into STYSA.
The Competition Committee and Administrators reserve the right to adjust bracket sizes according
to teams actually registered.

SECTION 3. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
1) Scheduling
a)
b)
c)
d)

e)
f)

The Administrators will perform the required scheduling of each division for regular league
play.
Teams shall be required to play all scheduled dates as assigned by the Administrators.
The Administrators reserves the right to make changes to location and times due to
field/referee availability as needed.
Teams may not cancel scheduled matches. Both teams will be fined and forfeit their match
should they cancel. The Administrators or the Competition Committee may also take
disciplinary action.
Rainouts will be automatically rescheduled by the Administrators.
Rescheduling of matches will only be done due to weather, field conditions or as outlined for
each district below:

SCL Schedule Changes and Rescheduling Requests:


Must be agreed to in writing by both teams and submitted to the Administrator 10 days prior
(Wednesday) to the scheduled (weekend) event, or in the case of a weeknight game, 10 days
prior to that date.
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The rescheduled game must be played either prior to the originally scheduled game or on one of
the following 2 weekends of the originally scheduled game date (rescheduled games may not be
scheduled past the last play date of the season).
The team requesting the reschedule is required to acquire and pay for all costs associated with
the field and referee crew of the game.
The team requesting the reschedule shall be charged the cost of the original game, should there
be non-refundable cost (referee cost, field costs, etc.).

2) Qualifying Matches
a) Qualifying matches are those scheduled league matches against all teams within the specific
District and Division (SCL East and SCL West). The Administrator will schedule each team to
play all other teams in their specific District at least once.
b) Only qualifying matches will be used to determine league standings. Specifics regarding
each age group will be defined.

3) Reporting of Scores
a) All scores will be reported in accordance with the published Game-Day Procedures.
b) In the event of a forfeit, the forfeiting team shall notify the Administrators within 48 hours
of such forfeit. Failure to do so may result in additional sanctions.

4) Standings
a) The team with the highest points will be judged the winner of the division. Points will be
awarded as follows:
i) Three (3) points for a win
ii) One (1) point for a tie
iii) Zero (0) points for a loss
iv) Forfeits are considered a 4 - 0 victory
b) In the event two teams are tied on the basis of points the following tiebreakers will be
considered in order until the tie is broken:
i) Winner of head to head competition (This criterion is not used if more than two teams
are tied.) If head to head competition consists of more than one game (double roundrobin), aggregate goals will be used to determine the head to head competition winner.
ii) Most wins
iii) Team with greatest net goal differential (NGD) which is computed as goals for minus
goals against with a maximum – four (4) NGD in each game.
iv) Team with least goals against (There is NO limit on the number of goals that will be
counted to determine this tiebreaker.)
v) Team with the most goals (maximum of four goals in each game).
c) In the event more than two teams are tied on the basis of points the following would be used to
break the tie:
i) The sequence of tie breakers will begin with 4.b.ii and be followed until a team is
eliminated.
ii) Once a team has been eliminated the sequence of tie breakers will begin again with
4.b.ii and be repeated starting over after each team is eliminated until only two teams
remain.
iii) Once only two teams remain, the tie-breakers will begin again at 4.b.i.
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d) In the event that after having applied the tie breaker rules above teams remain tied the winner
of a coin toss will be adjudged to have placed higher in the standings than the loser of the coin
toss.
e) In the event of extenuating circumstances where the scheduled games cannot be reasonably
completed (e.g. multiple rainout weekends), the STYSA Competitions Committee, along with the
respective league Administrators, will determine a method to calculate final league standings.

5) SCL Finals
a) Division I 14U-19U
i) Promotion and Relegation between SRPL, SCL and Division I Competitive leagues will be
based on the respective final league standings and on the number of teams participating in
each age group/gender in each district league. STYSA will publish the Promotion and
Relegation list of teams for the current seasonal year prior to the start of the Fall season.
b) SCL Finals
i) SCL East and SCL West will compete in group play during the Fall. The top 2 teams
(according to points) from the SCL East and the top 2 teams from the SCL West based off the
final standings from the Group play will participate in SCL Finals.
ii) SCL Finals will consist of round robin group play (3 games total per team) over one weekend
at a neutral location.
iii) The final standings from SCL Finals will be used to promote teams into Southern Regional
Premier League West (SRPL-West) for the following Fall season. The highest point earning
team will earn the SCL #1 – SRPL spot for the following Fall.

STATE CLASSIC LEAGUE PROMOTION/RELEGATION
PROMOTION
Promotion into SCL: 14U
WDDOA will provide up to 6 teams to the SCL West League. DDL will provide up to 6
teams to the SCL East League.
Promotion into SCL: 15U – 19U
SCL West
WDDOA #1 – Top finishing team from the WDDOA Prime League. This would be
the SCL West #5 Spot.
WDDOA #2 – Top 2nd Highest finishing team from the WDDOA Prime League.
This would be the SCL West #6 Spot.
SCL East
DDL #1 - Top finishing team from the DDL Orange League. This would be the SCL
East #5 Spot.
DDL #2 - Top 2nd Highest finishing team from the DDL Orange League. This
would be the SCL East #6 Spot.
Promotion into SCL if a team declines, disbands or if there is an open spot in the group
SCL West
WDDOA #1 Declines – WDDOA #2 would advance to WDDOA #1.
WDDOA #2 Declines or needs filled – The spot would be filled by the highest
seeded SCL West Relegated team. If that team were to decline, then the spot
would be offered to the next highest seeded SCL West Relegated team. The
process would continue until one of the team accepts the position or all
Relegated teams have been exhausted.
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SCL East
DDL #1 Declines - DDL #2 would advance to DDL #1.
DDL #2 Declines or needs filled - The spot would be filled by the highest seeded
SCL East Relegated team. If that team were to decline, then the spot would be
offered to the next highest seeded SCL East Relegated team. The process would
continue until one of the team accepts the position or all Relegated teams have
been exhausted.
Request For Consideration (RFC) Process: 14U – 18U
If a spot remains open after all Relegated teams have been exhausted, RFC’s would be
available for review and final decision by the STYSA Competitions Committee in order to
potentially fill the open spot.
Request For Consideration (RFC) Process: 19U
The State Classic League 19U Divisions will be open to a Request for Consideration
Process. The STYSA Competitions Committee will review the RFC applications and
determine the qualification of a requesting team. Groups may be expanded based on
the final acceptance decision of the STYSA Competitions Committee.

RELEGATION
The Ideal SCL group size is 6. Relegation from SCL will be dependent upon Promotion and Relegation
into and from Premier League as well as current year Group Sizes. Relegation numbers specific to each
age group will be confirmed by January 1st (with the exception of the State Cup #1 spot).
Premier League Promotion and Relegation Variables – 2 Relegated teams (PLW #3 and PLW #4) will
relegate into SCL at the end of the Premier League season. It’s possible for a District to have: 0, 1 and 2
teams relegated into a District Group depending on which District relegated teams are from. 2 Teams
will promote into Premier League (SCL #1 and State Cup #1) so it’s possible for a District to have: 0, 1
and 2 teams promoted from a District Group.
SCL Group Size of 6 Relegation Scenarios
Possible scenarios which are dependent upon PLW Promotion and Relegation. Relegated teams: PLW #3
and PLW #4. Promoted teams: SCL #1 and State Cup #1.
One District (either East or West) has 2 teams Relegated from Premier League
The District has 2 teams relegated and promotes 2 teams into Premier League
SCL will Relegate 2 Teams
The District has 2 teams relegated and promotes 1 team into Premier League
SCL will Relegate 3 Teams
The District has 2 teams relegated and promotes 0 teams into Premier League
SCL will Relegate 4 Teams
One District (either East or West) has 1 team Relegated from Premier League
The District has 1 team relegated and promotes 2 teams into Premier League
SCL will Relegate 1 Team
The District has 1 team relegated and promotes 1 team into Premier League
SCL will Relegate 2 Teams
The District has 1 team relegated and promotes 0 teams into Premier League
SCL will Relegate 3 Teams
One District (either East or West) has 0 teams Relegated from Premier League
The District has 0 teams relegated and promotes 2 teams into Premier League
SCL will Relegate 0 Teams
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The District has 0 teams relegated and promotes 1 team into Premier League
SCL will Relegate 1 Team
The District has 0 teams relegated and promotes 0 teams into Premier League
SCL will Relegate 2 Teams

SECTION 4. MATCHES
1) Dates / Times: It is the intent to schedule one match per day.
2) Failure to Play As Scheduled
a) Failure to play a match as scheduled will result in forfeiture of the match for league standings.
The opposing team will be awarded a 4-0 win.
b) Any team that forfeits a scheduled match may be subject to a fine or additional sanctions as
determined by the Competitions Committee and Administrators. The Competitions Committee
and Administrators will determine if the match was willfully or purposefully forfeited.
c) Any team which fails to play two or more officially scheduled games shall be considered to have
abandoned the competition. Games played will not count to determine league standings nor
shall they be considered in the standings as forfeits. The team will not be eligible to receive
awards, shall not advance from the league into other competitions nor be placed in the
standings of the league. Final determination of penalties or sanctions will be made by the STYSA
Appeals Committee.

SECTION 5. RULES OF PLAY
1) Games
a) Games will be played under the applicable rules of US Youth Soccer and STYSA. Teams are
responsible for obtaining and being familiar with the US Soccer Federation Official
Administrative Handbook and the FIFA Laws as they govern League play with the modifications
noted below.
2) Substitutions
a) Unlimited substitutions may be used. A player may leave the field, be substituted for, and then
return to replace another player an unlimited number of times.
b) Substitutions may be made with the permission of the referee when the team is in the
possession of the throw in; by either team when there is a goal kick; by either team after a goal
is scored; or by either team when there is an injury situation.
c) If a player is removed (due to injury or coach discipline) from the game and no substitute enters
the game for the player (team plays short), the original player may re-enter the game. Re-entry
shall be at a normal substitution point (with approval of the referee) or at any point during game
if the referee signals for the player’s re-entry.
3) Match Length, Ball Size
a) Match length and ball size will be in accordance with the STYSA General Rules of Play.
Age Group
14U
15U, 16U
17U, 18U, 19U

Game Length
35-minute halves
40-minute halves
45-minute halves
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Ball Size
#5
#5
#5

4) Fields
a) Fields for all age groups must meet the size requirements as noted in the STYSA General Rules of
Play.
5) Official Match
a) A match shall be considered official after one full half of play (the second half does not have to
start). If less than one half is completed and the match is called, the match must be replayed to
become an official match.
b) The Competitions Committee and Administrators will decide the disposition of the match if it is
abandoned by the referee.
c) Scheduled matches are to wait 15 minutes after the official start time of the match before a
forfeit can be assessed.
d) Failure to appear will result in a forfeit.
6) Player Passes / Rosters
a) Each team must be rostered in accordance with STYSA and local Association guidelines. Every
player must be issued a player pass that is produced through the official STYSA recognized
registration software, which will serve as their official ID.
b) Prior to each game, each team must present either their laminated and pictured US Youth
Soccer player pass for each participating player, signed by an official of his or her current South
Texas Member Association or their Virtual Pass in accordance with STYSA Rule 3.2.9.
c) If a team does not present its US Youth Soccer player passes prior to the end of the match, the
opposing team will be awarded a 4 - 0 win. However, the match will not count as a forfeit for
the losing team.
d) Each team should present an approved game day roster of no more than eighteen eligible
players and a coach listed. Team players not on the game roster may sit on the team bench in
street clothing. Game day rosters must be printed from GotSoccer no earlier than Friday 9 a.m.
prior to the scheduled weekend match(es).
e) All players should have their jersey numbers entered into the gaming system (GotSoccer).
Should there be a game day situation which creates a discrepancy caused by a change of jersey
number; the discrepancy has to be resolved by both coaches and the referee.
f) Playing of an ineligible player will result in automatic forfeiture of the match and possible
suspension of the coach, possible expulsion of the team from the League with forfeiture of all
bonds and fees, and notification to the team’s South Texas Member Association.
 Disciplinary action may include, but is not limited to:
o Reprimand
o Forfeiture
o Suspension from one or more matches
o Recommendation of a more severe penalty and/or referral to the Appeals Committee
7) Club Pass
a) In addition to the STYSA roster maximum, each team playing in the SCL may have a ‘Club Pass
Roster’ that is approved by the Administrators.
b) A Club Pass Roster is an unlimited pool of players listed who are eligible for participation in the
team’s SCL matches. An eligible player is one who is properly rostered to a primary team that is
from the same club (see 3.8 of the STYSA Administrative Handbook).
 Of the players listed on the Club Pass Roster, a maximum of four Club Pass players are
eligible to participate in any given SCL Match.
 Club Pass players will count towards the game day roster maximum of 18.
c) A Club Pass Player may appear on multiple Club Pass Rosters.
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d) A Club Pass Player must play in the same, or higher, level competition (as defined in the STYSA
Levels of Play) as his or her primary team.
 A player may play down one level of competition from their primary team but in the same
age group (or in their true age group in the case of a play up) if the player is rehabilitating
from a serious illness or injury.
o A serious injury or illness is one that requires verifiable medical treatment and required
the player to have not participated in a game for a period of sixty (60) days or longer.
o Prior approval for a player to play down a level is required by STYSA Competitions
Committee.
e) Players once listed on the Club Pass Roster may not be removed until the SCL season of play is
declared complete.
f) A participating SCL team may list players on the Club Pass Roster at any time during the SCL
season but must do so no later than Friday 9 a.m. prior to the scheduled weekend match(es).
For scheduled weekday games players must be added no later than the day prior to the
scheduled match.
g) Individual penalty points will accumulate jointly for all games played. Penalty point suspensions
for the players must be served with the player’s primary team and the player is ineligible to club
pass until the suspension has been served. The player, coach (of both the primary and club pass
team), and the coaching director of each club are responsible for monitoring and complying with
STYSA’s Progressive Disciplinary System.
h) NO GUEST PLAYERS ARE ALLOWED. Only players who are properly registered with the same
club and are listed on either the official state association roster or a player who is properly
rostered to the Club Pass Roster are eligible to participate.
i) Playing of an ineligible Club Pass player will result in automatic forfeiture of the match and
possible suspension of the coach, possible expulsion of the team from the League with
forfeiture of all bonds and fees, and notification to the team’s South Texas Member Association.
 Disciplinary action may include, but is not limited to:
o Reprimand
o Forfeiture
o Suspension from one or more matches
o Recommendation of a more severe penalty and/or referral to the Appeals Committee
j) The roster used for play in SCL matches must comply with National Championship Series Rule
221.
8) Other
a) Uniform Color Conflict
 When there is a conflict in uniform color, the team listed first on the schedule (home team)
must change.
 The referee’s judgment regarding any other type of team color change is final.
b) Coaching from Sidelines
 Coaching is permitted only from one touch line from the center-line to the 18 yard line. If
technical area lines are present, the team officials must remain within the established area.
 Coaches may not enter the field without permission from the referee. Violation of this rule
may result in a caution or ejection.
 Adults who will be on the team sideline (maximum of 4) must present a current valid Adult
Participation Pass to the referee prior to the game and must have it visibly displayed during
the game.
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9) Inclement Weather
a) Once the center referee has jurisdiction of a game, the game may be terminated by the referee
or site coordinator as provided by the FIFA “Laws of the Game.”
b) Each hosting association or club member is responsible for notifying the Administrator, who will
notify all participating teams as soon as possible if their fields are closed due to inclement
weather.
c) If a match is called for inclement weather, the match shall be considered official after one full
half of play (the second half does not have to start). If less than one half is completed and the
match is called, the entire match must be replayed to become an official match.

SECTION 6. MATCH CONTROL / ON-SITE MANAGEMENT
1) Three-Person System
a) Matches should be officiated by the three-person FIFA / USSF Referee System.
b) If, because of unforeseen circumstances, a currently registered referee is unable to officiate or
does not appear for an assigned match, a person may then be designated at match time to act
as referee in the emergency for that one match. When neutral assistant referees are not
assigned or fail to appear for a match as assigned, the match referee may seek the assistance of
the club linesman whose duties shall be as delegated to them by the referee.
2) Termination of Matches

a) Referees may abandon matches for lack of crowd control, poor team behavior or other
unsportsmanlike circumstances. (Note – each coach is responsible for the behavior of his
players. Each coach is responsible to assist the official, when asked, in the control of parents,
fans and spectators.)
b) The Referee shall issue a written USSF Referee Report concerning the abandonment to the
Administrator within 48 hours of the end of the match.
c) The Competitions Committee and Administrators shall ascertain the facts and determine
appropriate disciplinary action.
d) Disciplinary action may include, but is not limited to:
i) Reprimand
ii) Forfeiture
iii) Suspension from one or more matches
iv) Recommendation of a more severe penalty and/or referral to the STYSA Appeals Committee
3) Site Coordinator
a) A site coordinator will be on-site at each location where a volume of SCL games are hosted. The
site coordinator is the official STYSA representative at the fields.
b) The site coordinator retains the authority, in consultation with the Administrator, to act on the
Administrator’s behalf, or on behalf of the Competitions Committee.

SECTION 7. DISCIPLINE, PROTEST, GRIEVANCE AND APPEAL PROCEDURES
All SCL matches are subject to the STYSA Progressive Discipline System as defined in STYSA
Administrative Handbook (section 4.9). The STYSA Appeals Committee will address any disciplinary
action and/or protest matters.
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Penalty Point / Suspension Summary
 3 penalty points will be given for every yellow card
 9 penalty points will be given for every red card
 When a player has received 9 penalty points, be it by 1 red card or 3 accumulating yellow cards
throughout the season, the player must sit out a minimum of 1 game. Any sit-out MUST be
noted on the game card in order to be valid.
 A 2-game suspension, and immediate 2-week suspension will be imposed for reports of Assault,
Violent Conduct, Abusive Language, and Spitting (see STYSA Administrative Handbook 4.9.6).

**APPENDIX**
1) These rules and policies may be temporarily modified by the STYSA Competitions Committee when
extenuating circumstances or justified compelling considerations exist. A 2/3 vote of the
Competitions Committee is needed.
2) Due to time and distance the STYSA Competitions Committee may conduct its business, including
voting on league matters, via email or teleconference.
3) STYSA General Rules of Play:
https://usys-assets.ae-admin.com/assets/975/15/6_GENERAL%20RULES%20OF%20PLAY_2.21.16.pdf
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SECTION III
CHAMPIONSHIP EVENTS
FALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
The South Texas Fall Championships is a multi-stage tournament that is open to teams playing in
Division II and Division III. Play begins at the local level through the local South Texas Member
Association’s fall league. At the conclusion of those leagues, South Texas Member Associations will
submit teams to STYSA to participate in District Playoff event, the champions of which will advance to
the State Finals weekend. The District and State Fall Championships are hosted by STYSA Member
Associations and are not run out of the STYSA State Office like other State Competitions.
FORMAT
All District Tournaments shall be round-robin format. District Tournaments with only one bracket of five
(5) teams shall consist entirely of mini-games (with no semi or final). Tournaments with more than one
bracket in the age group shall consist of mini-games on Saturday with the regulation-length semi-final
and final rounds on Sunday. The length of these mini-games shall be as follows:
9U, 10U ......…………….…
20-minute halves
11U, 12U …....................
25-minute halves
13U, 14U …....................
30-minute halves
15U, 16U …....................
30-minute halves
17U, 18U, 19U …............
35-minute halves
District Tournaments with only one bracket of four (4) or fewer teams shall play all games of regulation
length. Regulation game times shall be:
9U, 10U ….……………........
25-minute halves
11U, 12U .......................
30-minute halves
13U, 14U .......................
35-minute halves
15U, 16U .......................
40-minute halves
17U, 18U, 19U ...............
45-minute halves
AWARDS
Awards shall be provided for first and second places (District). Participation patches will be provided to
all teams. At the State Finals, awards will be provided for all participating teams.
PLAYOFF PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS
Each team qualifying to participate in any STYSA sponsored District Tournament must meet the
following criteria:
 Member Association in Good Standing. The STYSA Member Association with which the team is
affiliated must be in good standing; it must have complied with all STYSA registration
requirements and all of the Member Association’s STYSA fees must be paid.
 Properly Registered Players. Each player on the team must be properly registered STYSA
players and must meet the age requirements of the competition in which the team will be
involved. Any coach or assistant coach who is responsible for knowingly playing an ineligible
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player will be subject to suspension from participation in any STYSA sanctioned program and will
be submitted to the STYSA Appeals Committee for potentially further sanctions. No club pass or
guest players are allowed in Fall Championships. The official roster for Fall Championships will
be the Association roster as found in Got Soccer.
Registered Coach and Assistant Coach. Each coach or assistant coach must be registered with
STYSA and must have a current, properly laminated STYSA Adult Participation Pass confirming a
valid background check and compliance with the coach licensing requirement. In the absence of
a team coach or assistant coach at a playoff game, a parent will be allowed to accept
responsibility for the team. All coaches and assistant coaches must also meet all requirements
related to STYSA Kidsafe Program.

REFEREES
One USSF currently certified center referee and two USSF certified assistant referees will be utilized. The
referee’s judgment decisions shall be final in all matters concerning the rules governing the playing of
the game, the playability of the field and the appropriateness of the uniforms. At the completion of the
match, the referee shall have each coach sign the game report and submit the game report to the
tournament representative.
A Got Soccer game card will be completed by the referee for each game. This card will, at a minimum,
contain the following:
 age group, date, scheduled start time and actual start time
 team names and final score
 cautions (yellow cards) or ejections (red cards) issued and the name of the player or coach to
which the card was issued
 any protest noted and brief basis for those protests
Disputes must be noted on the referee’s game report and a complete description of the incident shall
be submitted to the appropriate Disciplinary and Protest Representative.

TEAM REQUIREMENTS
Check-In
Each participating team must comply with the following requirements:






Team Roster – At check-in, each team must provide a copy of an official STYSA roster to the
Tournament Coordinator or his / her designee. This form must be signed by a responsible
officer of the STYSA Member Association. Teams must check-in prior to participating. There
needs to be at least one adult listed on the official STYSA roster.
Player I.D. Cards - Each player must have a properly signed and laminated USYS/STYSA
Identification card. VIRTUAL CARDS AT FALL CHAMPIONSHIPS ARE NOT CONSIDERED AN
OFFICIAL VERSION OF THE PLAYER CARD. These cards will be inspected by the Tournament
Coordinator or his/her designee. The ID card must be properly prepared, laminated and contain
the proper information – name, date of birth (for players only), ID number, Team Code and
Team Name. The card must also have a recent photo of the individual and be signed by the
Local or Member Association Registrar.
Penalty Point Report - Teams must have a copy of their Penalty Point Report available for the
Tournament Coordinator or his/her designee. This Report shall contain the accumulated
penalty points and the date(s) the points were received for each player, coach or assistant coach
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on the participating team. It shall also note the date(s) of any suspensions that were served.
This report shall be completed by the league administrator (based on information from the
game cards) and shall be recorded on an official Penalty Point Report. This report shall be sent
to the State Office, the appropriate home Association, and the team. The Tournament
Coordinator will designate an individual to maintain any points accumulated during the
tournament and to update the appropriate Penalty Point Report.
Adult Participation Pass – Each coach, assistant coach, trainer or manager wishing to be on the
team sideline must have visible their Adult Participation Pass confirming that they have
complied with the state requirement for a background check and the coach licensing
requirement. A maximum of 4 adults (with properly prepared Participation Passes) will be
allowed on the team sideline during a game.

PLAY TIME
Coaches must play each registered player that is present one-half of the game unless unable to do so
due to player’s illness or injury or for disciplinary reasons. In the event that a player is present but will
not be playing, the coach must inform the referee and the opposing coach as to the reason that player
will not participate.
STANDINGS
All standings will be determined by points:
6 points for a win
3 points for a tie
0 points for a loss
1 point for each goal up to a maximum of three goals
1 point for a shutout
FORFEITS
Any team which fails to play an officially scheduled game in District Competition shall be considered to
have abandoned the tournament. Its games will be removed from the schedule and will not count to
determine tournament standings nor shall they be considered in the standings as forfeits. The team is
not eligible to receive awards nor shall it be considered in the tournament standings.
TIE BREAKERS FOR ROUND ROBIN PLAY
If the teams are tied at the end of round robin play, the following progressive sequence will be used to
determine final Round Robin standings:
 Winner in head-to-head competition; then if teams are tied,
 Highest goal difference (goals for minus goals against) with a maximum of three (3) goals
difference per game counted both for and against. For example, if the score is 8-3, the
calculation would be +3 goals for the winning team, -3 goals for the losing team. If the score is
6-4, the calculation would be +2 goals for the winning team and -2 goals for the losing team.
 Total goals allowed (Team with fewest total goals allowed advances.)
 Kicks from the Penalty Mark
Progress through the tie-breaking sequence only as long as all teams entering the sequence remain tied.
Once the result at any step of the sequence is different for at least one team, standings shall be assigned
using the results from that step. Should any teams remain tied within the assigned standings, repeat the
progressive sequence starting at step (1) with only the tied teams.
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TIE BREAKERS FOR OTHER THAN ROUND ROBIN PLAY
The game will be extended by two overtime periods as described below. If the match is still tied at the
conclusion of the overtime periods, then the match will be decided by Kicks from the Penalty Mark.
OVERTIME
In the event that overtime is required, the length of the overtime will be
AGE GROUP
DURATION OF EACH PERIOD
9U & 10U
5 minutes
11U & 12U
10 minutes
13U & 14U
10 minutes
15U & 16U
15 minutes
17U, 18U & 19U
15 minutes
KICKS FROM THE PENALTY MARK
Games that remain tied at the end of overtime will be decided by the taking of kicks from the penalty
mark using the procedure as described in the STYSA Administrative Handbook 5.8.2.
ABANDONMENT OF A GAME
If any playoff game is abandoned, the STYSA Appeals Committee or any three (3) members of the STYSA
Executive Committee shall decide:
 if the score at the time of the abandonment shall be the score of the game;
 if the game shall be declared a forfeit for one or both teams;
 if the game shall be replayed.
There shall be no appeal of the decision.
FAILURE TO COMPLETE THE TOURNAMENT
Any team which enters a District Tournament, but fails to complete the tournament, may be subject to
sanctions by STYSA. The Member Association to which that team belongs may be subject to fines by
STYSA.
PROTESTS
No protests will be allowed unless it is made known to the referee and opposing coach immediately
after the game. The referee and opposing coach must be advised at this time as to the alleged basis for
the protest. The coaches of both teams involved must remain at the Tournament Headquarters until
resolution of the protest. Within thirty (30) minutes, the protesting coach must provide the
Tournament Appeals Committee Representative at the site with a written report stating the basis for the
protest. The required protest fee will be $250 payable in cash, traveler’s check or money order in U.S.
Currency.
THE BALL
The size of the ball shall be as follows:
13U – 19U = Size 5 Ball
9U – 12U = Size 4 Ball
EQUIPMENT
 All players will wear shin guards which are commercially produced and specifically designed to
provide protection to the shins.
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No player will be allowed to play with a hard cast (padded or otherwise).
No player will be allowed to play with any brace (knee or otherwise) that contains exposed
metal or hard plastics, unless it is wrapped with a 10 minimum of ½ inch high-density foam
wrapping or the manufacturer’s recommended protective coating.
Bandannas of any style may not be worn during any game. Players may not wear a bandanna
either on their heads, legs or arms. Exceptions may be made at the local level for medical
reasons.
The Players’ Equipment: Conform to FIFA. Non-uniform clothing is allowed based on weather
conditions, but uniforms must still distinguish teams.

SPECIAL RULES OF PLAY
No team, 11U through 12U, shall be allowed more than sixteen (16) nor less than seven (7) registered
players at any given time. The minimum number of players on the field to start the match shall be six.
No team, 13U through 15U, shall be allowed more than eighteen (18) nor less than seven (7) registered
players at any given time. The minimum number of players on the field to start the match shall be
seven.
No team, 16U through 19U, shall be allowed more than twenty-two (22) nor less than seven (7)
registered players at any given time. The minimum number of players on the field to start the match
shall be seven (7). The maximum number of players in uniform and eligible to play at any one game
shall be eighteen (18).
Substitutions - Substitutions shall be unlimited. The prior permission of the referee is required in order
to make any substitution at any time, except at the resumption of play after the half time break:
 On a throw-in (by the team in possession)
 On a goal kick (by either team)
 After any goal (by either team)
 After stoppage of play for an injury (either team)
 At half time (by either team)
 After a caution (the player receiving the caution)

FALL CHAMPIONSHIPS HOSTING REIMBURSEMENT
The District and State Fall Championships are hosted by STYSA Member Associations and are not run out
of the STYSA State Office like other State Competitions. The State Office supports the operations and
planning of the Fall Championships events and assists with event expenses. STYSA reimburses the
hosting Association and pays the host a per team fee at the below rates. Any expenses incurred by the
host site including, but not limited to, facility and/or equipment rental fees, medical trainers, golf carts
and referee assignor fees are to be paid by the host out of the host team fees.
District Fall Championships STYSA Reimbursement Rate
Team Fees:
$100 per participating team at hosted event
Referee Fees:
$95 ($45 Ref/$25 each AR) for each 11U-14U hosted game
$130 ($60 Ref/$35 each AR) for each 15U-19U hosted game
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Referee Standby Fees (Division II games only):
$20 per set of 4 games (i.e. $5/game)
State Fall Championships STYSA Reimbursement Rate
Team Fees:
$150 per participating team at hosted event
Referee Fees:
$95 ($45 Ref/$25 each AR) for each 11U-14U hosted game
$130 ($60 Ref/$35 each AR) for each 15U-19U hosted game

Referee Standby Fees (Division II Only):
$20 per set of 4 games (i.e. $5/game)
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SPRING CUPS OVERVIEW / STANDARDS
Each year South Texas Youth Soccer Association (STYSA) hosts a series of Spring Cups that are designed
to accomplish the following:
 Determine a South Texas State Champion in the 11U through 19U age groups. Champions in the
13U through 19U will represent South Texas in the US Youth Soccer National Championship
Series Regional and National competitions.
 Determine the Presidents Cup Champion in the 11U through 19U age groups. Champions in the
13U through 18U age groups will represent South Texas in the US Youth Presidents Cup Regional
and National Competition with the other twelve states composing Region III.
 Provide a format where a team doing above average in one level of play may test itself against
the next higher level of play.
 Provide a format where teams may enter a South Texas sponsored competition with teams that
they may not normally play against.
 Provide a quality competition during a period of the year when other sports may decrease the
number of teams playing soccer.
South Texas Youth Soccer will host the following Cup competitions each Spring. The format and details
of these competitions may differ based on the Cup and the District in which the team plays.
 State Cup (US Youth Soccer National Championship Series) – Open Entry
 Presidents Cup – Open Entry
 Directors Cup – District and State - Restricted Entry
 South Texas Cup – District and State – Restricted Entry

Two Types of Competitions:
 Open Entry – competition is open to any South Texas registered team of the appropriate
age group who wishes to participate.
 Restricted Entry – competition is limited to South Texas registered teams who qualify
based on their previous Fall level of play as defined by the competition.
COMPETITION REQUIREMENTS
General Requirements:
o All participants must be properly registered with South Texas Youth Soccer.
o All participants must be properly rostered to the team with which they participate.
o A team may participate in only one Cup competition during the year.
o A player may play for only one team in each round of Cup competition.
o All teams must play in a qualifying league to be eligible for Cup play. A qualifying league
is defined as a league sanctioned by South Texas Youth Soccer, comprised of a minimum
of 4 teams who play 3 or more games. Note: In US Youth Soccer National Championship
Series, the 19U age group is exempt from playing in a 4-team league.
o For the Cups with restricted entry, the level of play in which the team participated in the
immediately preceding fall shall determine the team’s eligibility.
o All teams that wish to participate in Cup play must comply with the registration
procedures appropriate for their competition as posted on the South Texas website at
www.stxsoccer.org.
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STANDARDS OF DISCIPLINE





The STYSA Progressive Disciplinary System applies to all Cup competition at the state level and
below.
While penalty points do not accrue in advancement play beyond the state competition,
ejections issued during Cup play at the state level must be served at Regional play. If an ejection
is received in the last game of State play, then the individual must sit out the first game of
Regional play.
In each Cup, each level of play will have its own disciplinary system (D&P). Decisions from the
individual disciplinary systems may be appealed to the STYSA Appeals Committee and/or
Executive Committee as designated by the STYSA D&P Procedures. If D&P Procedures are not
published for a level of play, the STYSA D&P Procedures shall be used.

Note: Ejection shall mean that a player is issued a Red Card or receives two cautions in a single
game.
FORFEITURE RULE




For District group games
o Any team that forfeits a scheduled match shall be fined $500 per match, payable within
five (5) business days to STYSA.
o Any team which fails to play two (2) or more officially scheduled games shall be
considered to have abandoned the competition and will be removed from the
competition immediately and their games shall not count.
o If a forfeit is declared because of a rules violation or protest, the winning team will be
awarded 10 points, the game scored 3-0 and marked as an administrative forfeit. In
cases of administrative forfeits, teams will be reviewed by the STYSA Appeals
Committee for further or additional disciplinary sanctions.
For Playoff or State games
o Any team that forfeits a scheduled match shall be fined $500 per match, payable within
five (5) business days to STYSA.
o If a team fails to appear or play a game, the team shall be removed from the
competition immediately and their games shall not count, with final review by the
STYSA Appeals Committee. Any team that fails to complete the tournament may be
subject to disciplinary sanctions and/or fines by STYSA.
o If a forfeit is declared because of a rules violation or protest, the winning team will be
awarded 10 points, the game scored 3-0 and marked as an administrative forfeit. In
cases of administrative forfeits, a team will not be removed from the event. In cases of
administrative forfeits, teams will be reviewed by the STYSA Appeals Committee for
further or additional disciplinary sanctions.

PROTESTS AND APPEALS
All question relating to the qualifications of competitors, to interpretation of the rules, or any other
dispute or protest concerning the South Texas competitions, shall be referred to the South Texas
competition administrator and South Texas Competitions Committee. All decisions of the competition
administrator, in coordination with the Competitions Committee are final.
 Validity – To be valid and eligible for consideration, each protest must:
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be verbally lodged with the referee and the opposing coach at the game site before
entering the field of play or before leaving the game site except as noted below.
be filed with the Chair of the STYSA Appeals Committee or his/her representative within
30 minutes of the completion of the game in protest.
include one written copy of the protest including all particulars regarding the grounds
on which the protest is being lodged; and
include the protest fee of $250 in the form of cash or a cashier’s check or money order
made payable to STYSA.

Timing
o Game Situations - All protests must be received by the Chair of the STYSA Appeals
Committee or his/her designee within 30 minutes of the completion of the game being
protested.
o Non-game situations - All protests must be received by the Chair of the Protest
Committee or his/her designee within four hours of the scheduled start time of the last
game in the bracket or division in question, whichever is latest.
Playing Conditions - All protests relating to the ground, goal posts, bars or other appurtenances
of the games shall be entertained only if a written objection has been lodged with the referee
and the opposing coach prior to the start of the game.

Procedures
o The STYSA Appeals Committee shall immediately upon the receipt of a protest notify the teams
and shall give a copy of the protest and all particulars to the teams, which will then have the
right to defend their cases, with or without witnesses (maximum of 2 per each team).
o A plea of ignorance to the rules and regulations is not sufficient grounds for protest. Judgment
decisions of the referee are not subject to protest.
o The STYSA Appeals Committee shall compile the necessary information to hear the protest, from
all available sources before the protest is heard. This shall include, if possible, coaches, field
marshals, referees, assessors, witnesses if necessary, etc.
o After compiling the necessary information, the STYSA Appeals committee will meet to conduct
the protest hearing. The decisions of the committee shall be binding on all parties. The STYSA
Appeals Committee will notify the parties of the committee’s decision.

CUP COMPETITION MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY
The South Texas State Competition Department will serve as the Directors for all the STYSA Spring Cup
competitions, as well as Fall Championships, and State League Competitions. The STYSA Competitions
Committee (comprised of the STYSA Executive Vice President, STYSA Executive Director, Eastern District
DOC Representative, Western District DOC Representative and one Independent Representative) will
provide oversight for all South Texas State Competitions. The decisions of the Tournament Directors, in
conjunction with the Competitions Committee, are final and may not be appealed.

FINAL ROSTER REQUIREMENTS
A final roster date will be designated at the time teams enter the competition. This is the date by which
all roster changes must be completed in preparation for qualifying round play. Typically this date will be
no more than 14 days prior to the start of the competition within each District. Changes to a team’s
roster will be accomplished by the Registrar of the Club / Association through which the team is
registered. An earlier deadline may be established locally to allow the Registrar time to process all
requests prior to the state deadline. No changes to the roster after the final roster date will be
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recognized on the team’s playing / game roster until the team advances to the next level of the
competition.

CLUB PASS / GUEST PLAYER UTILIZATION






Use of Club Pass is not allowed during the group play (District) portion of the Cup Competitions.
Before the start of Presidents and State Cup Finals Weekend, teams may use the club pass
system defined in the USYS National Championship Series policy to make changes effective for
the current round of play.
A designated date will be specified by which time all club pass changes must be submitted to the
competition administrator at the State Office.
Use of club pass or guest players are not allowed at any stage of the Directors Cup competition.
South Texas Cup will allow the utilization of up to 3 guest players (see the South Texas Cup
section for more information).
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STATE CUP
South Texas State Cup, part of the US Youth Soccer National Championship Series (USYSNCS/NCS), is an
open entry competition for top level Division I teams. Top Division I teams are typically defined as
teams playing in SRPL or SCL. The competition is open to 11U through 19U boys and girls teams who
played in a STYSA Qualifying League. 13U and up will play 11v11 and 11U-12U will play 9v9. South Texas
State Cup state champion in the age groups 13U and up will represent South Texas in the US Youth
Soccer Southern Regionals, with possible advancement to the National finals. The 11U and 12U age
group will finish at the State Championships.
Of the four South Texas Youth Soccer Association Spring Cups, the USYSNC State Cup is the highest level
of competition.
 This is an open entry competition recommended for Premier League and upper level Division I
teams.
 This competition will be played under the US Youth Soccer National Championship Series rules
as published by US Youth Soccer.
 These rules apply from the first game played at the local level that determines advancement /
elimination of a team.
 A team may only play in the age group in which they participated in during the Fall season.
o If a team retained a true age on its roster in Fall league, they would have the option to
play in their true age’s Open Bracket in State Cup. In doing so they would need to
withdraw from their pre-seeded position in the age group they qualified into from the
Fall season.
 There is no play time requirement, no matter what the designated level of play is of the team
entered in the competition.
 The State Tournament will be held in May on the date specified on the Perpetual Calendar and
will include either 4 or 5 teams, two from each District and one team from El Paso, if entered in
accordance with the entry requirements.
 The site of the USYSNC State Cup will alternate between Districts each year.
 State Champions in the 13U and older age groups will represent the State at the US Youth
Soccer National Championship Series Southern Regionals to be hosted by one of the Region III
states in June each summer. The 11U and 12U age groups will determine a State Champion,
NCS does not have advancement to Regionals or Nationals for the 11U and 12U age groups.
 The Regional Champions will then represent the State and the Region at the National
Championship Tournament in late July.

ELIGIBILITY



To be eligible, all players must be properly registered and in compliance with all state
registration rules.
Any team found to have an ineligible player on the roster or having used an ineligible player in
any game during the competition forfeits each game involving the ineligible player and the team
will be ineligible to advance to the Regional competition.
 Disciplinary action may include, but is not limited to:
o Reprimand
o Forfeiture
o Suspension from one or more matches
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Recommendation of a more severe penalty and/or referral to the Appeals
Committee
Each player must be issued a player pass, which will serve as their official ID. Virtual cards in
GotSoccer are an acceptable form of official ID. ID cards will be checked by the referee crew
prior to the start of each match of the Competition. Should a team advance to Regionals or
National competitions, each player will be required to have a physical player ID card.
Each player (including the goalkeeper) must wear an official uniform with a jersey number that
is different from the number of every other player on that team.
Each player (including the goalkeeper) must have an alternate jersey of an opposing color (light
vs dark) with a jersey number that is different from the number of every other player on that
team.
If, in the opinion of referee, there is a color conflict, the home team shall change to a jersey of
an alternate color.
A team not ready to play at the scheduled start time will be granted a 10-minute grace period.
If the team is not prepared to play at the end of the grace period, the game will be declared a
forfeit (see forfeiture rule).
A team must have at least 7 players on the field of play at the start of the game. If the team has
less than 7 players, the team will forfeit the game (see forfeiture rule). *11U and 12U games will
require 6 players on the field of play at the start of the game.
Both teams and team officials participating in the game shall be on one touch line. Parents and
spectators for each team will be on the opposite touchline directly across from their team’s
bench area. Parents and spectators for each team may only occupy space on their respective
half of the touchline and may not encroach into any other space identified as a non-spectator
area.
A team may have no more than four (4) individuals designated as team officials on the team
sideline at any given time. A coach or team official’s current Adult Participation Pass (Kidsafe
Pass) will be their Bench Pass. The Kidsafe Pass must be visible at all times that the coach or
team official is on the team sideline.
All team officials must remain within the designated technical area and behave in a responsible
manner.

GAME PLAY



Ball sizes, game lengths, and overtime periods will be in accordance with STYSA Rules.
If inclement weather affects the State Cup, the following process will apply regarding play and
the determination of the winner.
o If play is suspended or the start of play is delayed, the Competitions Committee may
eliminate overtime periods in the event of a tie and go directly to FIFA Kicks from the
Penalty Mark.
o The game length may be reduced as needed by the Competitions Committee. If the
game is terminated after the start of the second half, the result of the game will stand.
In the event, the game is tied when terminated, advancement in the competition will be
determined by FIFA Kicks from the Penalty Mark.

PLAYER / TEAM GEAR LOGO POLICY
National Championships Series rule 241 Section 3 part (e)
 Rule 241. PASSES, ROSTERS, AND UNIFORMS (e) At every level of the National Championships
competitions, each player, team and team official may only have on his/her/their apparel the name,
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logo, or other identifying mark of US Youth soccer or a member directly or indirectly of US Youth
Soccer.
o A name, logo, or other identifying mark of any youth soccer organization other than US
Youth Soccer or its member must be removed, replaced, or covered before a player, team or
team official may enter or remain at a field complex where the National Championships
competition is being held.
o After an initial warning pursuant to (e)(1) above, the name, logo, or other identifying mark
of any youth soccer organization other than US Youth Soccer or its member must be
removed before the player, team or team official may enter or continue in the competition.

LIMITED SUBSTITUTIONS
National Championships Series rule 242 Section 3 part (1) and (2)
 Section 3. At the National Championships competitionso (1) for the 11 - 14 and Under age groups, unlimited substitutions shall be allowed; and
o (2) for all other age groups, a maximum of 7 substitutions for each team shall be allowed in
each game during each half of play and during overtime play. After leaving the game during a
half of play, the substituted player may not re-enter the game during that same half of play.
After leaving the game during overtime play, the substituted player may not re-enter the
game.

ROSTER/GAME CARD/UNIFORM NUMBER CONSISTENCY (STATE FINALS)
Rosters, Game Cards and Uniform Numbers for State Finals weekend must be consistent and accurate.
The number on a player’s uniform must match what is listed on the Game Card and what is listed for the
Official Team Roster. If a player is wearing a different number than what is listed on the Official Roster
and Game Cards for State Finals weekend, the number on the Game Card and the Official Roster must
be changed. Every change request to STYSA will results in a $25.00 administrative fee.

PLAY FORMAT AND ADVANCEMENT
13U-19U age groups - Each District will include 2 groups with a maximum of 4 teams (there may be some
variation dependent upon the initial group size for a specific age/gender group). After round-robin group play,
the top two point finishers from each group will participate in a cross-bracket District semi-final as follows:
(A1vB2 and B1vA2) in which the two winners will advance to the State Finals and represent their District.
There will be 2 teams from each District advancing to the State Finals weekend. The 1st place finisher in each
age group/gender at the State Cup Finals Weekend will represent South Texas at the US Youth Soccer Regional
III Tournament.
11U–12U age groups – The top 8 WDDOA/DDL teams (when possible) will be seeded into State Cup. However
the 11U-12U age group will not limit the number of teams participating, the goal will be to keep group sizes at
4 (round robin – 3 games). It is possible there will be more than 2 groups in an age/gender, advancement to
the State Finals will be based on the total number of teams and advancement scenarios will be posted on the
State Cup website once determined. The 11U and U12U age group will finish at the State Championships

STATE CUP ROSTER NOTES
All teams are subject to the STYSA entry deadlines, transfer limit rules (5 inter-club transfers) and the
roster core (Club Core) requirement (greater than 50% Players from the Club, registered with STYSA
during the Fall 2017) from the qualifying event roster. All teams are subject to their local member
association transfer rules and registration deadlines.
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The Regional competition has a continuity requirement for advancing teams to be eligible for
participation. The required Regional Roster Continuity of 9 will be based on the Official State Cup Roster
submitted by the Competition’s roster freeze date.
STATE CUP OPEN BRACKET
The State Cup Open Bracket is for teams who are not pre-seeded into State Cup but want to qualify to
participate in State Cup. Teams choosing the State Cup Open Bracket are competing for a spot in the
2018 State Cup. The bottom two (2) State Cup seeds in each District (seeds #7 and #8) are subject to
competing in the Open Bracket event should there be non-seeded teams wanting to qualify into State
Cup.
Format & Qualification
Open Bracket play will take place on one weekend. The format is outlined below. There is no limit on
the number of teams that can register to the State Cup Open Bracket. Games will require a winner. The
top 2 teams from the Open Bracket will be seeded into, and participate in, State Cup.

State Cup
1 Challenge team
Game 1
2 Challenge Teams
Game 1
Game 2
3 Challenge Teams
Game 1
Game 2
Game 3
4 Challenge Teams
Game 1
Game 2
Game 3
Game 4
5 Challenge Teams
Game 1
Game 2
Game 3
Game 4
Game 5
6 Challenge Teams
Game 1
Game 2
Game 3
Game 4
Game 5
Game 6

SC #8

CH #1

winner takes #8 seed

SC #7
SC #8

CH #2
CH #1

winner takes #7 seed
winner takes #8 seed

CH #2
SC #8
SC #7

CH #3
CH #1
Game 1 winner

winner advances to game #3
winner takes #8 seed
winner takes #7 seed

CH #1
CH #2
SC #7
SC #8

CH #4
CH #3
Game 2 winner
Game 1 winner

winner advances to game #3
winner advances to game #4
winner takes #7 seed
winner takes #8 seed

CH#5
Game 1 winner
CH #3
Game 4 winner
Game 3 winner

winner advances to game #2
winner advances to game #3
winner advances to game #4
winner takes #7 seed
winner takes #8 seed

CH #4
CH #1
CH #2
SC #7
SC #8
CH#5
CH#3
CH#1
CH#2
SC #7
SC #8

CH#6
CH#4
Game 1 winner
Game 2 winner
Game 4 winner
Game 3 winner
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winner advances to game #3
winner advances to game #4
winner advances to game #6
winner advances to game #5
winner takes #7 seed
winner takes #8 seed

Eligible Teams
STYSA registered teams not pre-seeded in State Cup are eligible to participate in the State Cup Open
Bracket. Teams should be familiar with the Cup’s Rules and adhere to all Cup Policies. Non-STYSA/US
Youth Soccer registered teams are eligible to participate in the State Cup Open Bracket once they are
properly registered with a STYSA Member Association (and must participate in order to qualify/earn a
spot). Non-STYSA/US Youth Soccer Registered Teams must review the “Non-STYSA/US Youth Soccer
Teams Integration and Participation in Spring Cups – Requirement/Process” document (State Cup
webpage) for the specific requirements and process which are required in order to be eligible to
participate in the State Cup Open Bracket.
Seeding
Seeding for the Open Bracket will be as follows.
1.) STYSA seeded teams pre-seeded in Presidents Cup (based on their seeding in Presidents Cup).
2.) STYSA teams that participated in WDDOA/DDL League play (based on their League final
standings).
3.) STYSA teams not participating in WDDOA/DDL (based on the League they participated and how
they finished).
4.) Non-STYSA/US Youth Soccer Registered Teams (based on the League they participated and how
they finished).
Why Have an Open Bracket in State Cup?
The Open Bracket in State Cup fulfills the National Championship Series (NCS) requirements of an
“Open” competition by allowing non-seeded teams an opportunity to earn their way into State Cup. The
Open Bracket model replaces the “Challenge” model from previous years. In addition, the Open Bracket
offers a path for non-STYSA registered teams to register with STYSA and compete according to their
competitive play level. These current non-STYSA teams will have to fulfill several club/team
requirements in order to participate in the State Cup Open Bracket.
Registration
Registration for the State Cup Open Bracket is through GotSoccer. A link is posted to each Cup webpage
that has an open bracket (State Cup and Presidents Cup). The cost of registration will be based on the
total number of games needed to complete the open bracket event.
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PRESIDENTS CUP
The South Texas Presidents Cup is an open entry competition that is recommended for D1 teams not
seeded into State Cup and higher level Super 2 teams. The competition is open to 11U through
19U boys and girls. 11U and 12U teams will play 9v9 with 13U and older teams playing
11v11. South Texas Presidents Cup state champions in the 13U-18U age groups will represent South
Texas at the US Youth Soccer Region III (Southern) Presidents Cup, with possible advancement to the
National finals. The addition of the 18U age group at Regionals and Nationals is new for 2018.
This is the second tier of Spring Cup competitions and also identifies a State Champion in each age
group.
 This is an open entry competition recommended for Division I and Super II teams.
 The competition will be played under the South Texas Presidents Cup rules as published by
STYSA.
 These rules apply from the first game played at the District level that determines advancement /
elimination of a team.
 A team may only play in the age group in which they participated in during the Fall season.
 There is no play time requirement, no matter what the designated level of play is of the team
entered in the competition.
 The State Tournament will be held in May on the date specified on the Perpetual Calendar and
will include either 4 or 5 teams, two from each District and one from El Paso, if entered in
accordance with the entry requirements.
 The site of the Presidents Cup will alternate between Districts and will be played in the District
not hosting the State Cup. State Champions in the 13U through 18U age groups will represent
the State at the Region III Presidents Cup to be hosted by one of the Region III state associations
in early June.
 Regional Champions will then represent the State and the Region at the National Presidents Cup
Tournament in mid-July.

ELIGIBILITY
 To be eligible, all players must be properly registered and in compliance with all STYSA
registration rules.
 Any team found to have an ineligible player on the roster or having used an ineligible
player in any game during the competition forfeits each game involving the ineligible
player and the team will be ineligible to advance to the Regional competition.




Disciplinary action may include, but is not limited to:
o Reprimand
o Forfeiture
o Suspension from one or more matches
o Recommendation of a more severe penalty and/or referral to the Appeals
Committee
Each player must be issued a player pass for the current seasonal year, which will serve as their
official ID. Virtual cards in GotSoccer are an acceptable form of official ID. ID cards will be

checked by the referee crew prior to the start of each match of the Competition. Should
a team advance to Regionals or National competitions, each player will be required to
have a physical player ID card.
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Each player (including the goalkeeper) must wear an official uniform with a jersey
number that is different from the number of every other player on that team.
Each player (including the goalkeeper) must have an alternate jersey of an opposing
color (light vs dark) with a jersey number that is different from the number of every
other player on that team.
If, in the opinion of referee, there is a color conflict, the home team shall change to a jersey of
an alternate color.
A team not ready to play at the scheduled start time will be granted a 10-minute grace period.
If the team is not prepared to play at the end of the grace period, the game will be declared a
forfeit (see forfeiture rule).
A team must have at least 7 players on the field of play at the start of the game. If the team has
less than 7 players, the team will forfeit the game (see forfeiture rule). *11U and 12U games will
require 6 players on the field of play at the start of the game.
Both teams and team officials participating in the game shall be on one touch line. Parents and
spectators for each team will be on the opposite touchline directly across from their team’s
bench area. Parents and spectators for each team may only occupy space on their respective
half of the touchline and may not encroach into any other space identified as a non-spectator
area.
A team may have no more than four (4) individuals designated as team officials on the team
sideline at any given time. A coach or team official’s current Adult Participation Pass (Kidsafe
Pass) will be their Bench Pass. The Kidsafe Pass must be visible at all times that the coach or
team official is on the team sideline.
All team officials must remain within the designated technical area and behave in a responsible
manner.
In State Associations where player registrations are 25,001 or larger during the immediately
preceding seasonal year (applies to STX), a player who participated in quarter, semi or final
matches in a designated State NCS series or participated in the National League or the most
competitive division of the respective regional league (SRPL-W), is not eligible to participate in a
Regional or National President’s Cup. Players who were on the Primary Roster for a South Texas
team who participated in SRPL are not eligible to compete in the South Texas Presidents Cup.

GAME PLAY


Ball sizes, game lengths, and overtime periods will be in accordance with STYSA Rules.
o If inclement weather affects the Presidents Cup State Tournament, the following
process will apply regarding play and the determination of the winner.
o If play is suspended or the start of play is delayed, the Cup Committee may eliminate
overtime periods in the event of a tie and go directly to FIFA Kicks from the Penalty
Mark.
o The game length may be reduced as needed by the Cup Committee. If the game is
terminated after the start of the second half, the result of the game will stand. In the
event, the game is tied when terminated, advancement in the competition will be
determined by FIFA Kicks from the Penalty Mark.
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PLAYER / TEAM GEAR LOGO POLICY
National Presidents Cup Rule 304. Passes, Rosters and Uniforms
 At every level of the National Presidents Cup competitions, a player or team official at a game
site to participate in a game or associated activity of the competitions may only have on the
outer wear of the player or team official a name, logo, or other identifying mark of a youth
soccer organization that is US Youth Soccer, a State Association or other member of US Youth
Soccer, a member of a State Association, or an organization that is a member of an organization
that is a member of a State Association. A name, logo, or other identifying mark of any other
youth soccer organization must be removed, replaced, or covered before the player or team
official may continue to remain at the game site for the game or associated activity.

Roster/Game Card/Uniform Number Consistency (State Finals)


Rosters, Game Cards and Uniform Numbers for State Finals weekend must be consistent and
accurate. The number on a player’s uniform must match what is listed on the Game Card and
what is listed for the Official Team Roster. If a player is wearing a different number than what is
listed on the Official Roster and Game Cards for State Finals weekend, the number on the Game
Card and the Official Roster must be changed. Every change request to STYSA will results in a
$25.00 administrative fee.

PLAY FORMAT AND ADVANCEMENT
Play groups will be formed in each District. The number of teams in each group and number of groups
will be determined based on the total registration numbers for each age group. Each age group will
consist of group play with a cross-bracket playoff. Advancement to the State Finals (2 teams from each
District) will be determined at the cross-bracket playoff.
The 1st place finisher in the 13U-18U age groups at the Presidents Cup Finals Weekend will represent
South Texas at the Region III Presidents Cup Tournament.

PRESIDENTS CUP ROSTER NOTES




All teams are subject to the STYSA entry deadlines, transfer limit rules (5 inter-club transfers)
and the roster core (Club Core) requirement (greater than 50% Players from the Club, registered
with STYSA during the Fall 2017) from the qualifying event roster.
All teams are subject to their local member association transfer rules and registration deadlines.
The Regional competition has a continuity requirement for advancing teams to be eligible for
participation. The required Regional Roster Continuity of 9 will be based on the Official
Presidents Cup Roster submitted by Competition’s the roster freeze date.

PRESIDENTS CUP RULES OF COMPETITION
Scope of Competition
It is the intent of the South Texas Presidents Cup competition to mirror the policies, procedures, and
rules of the most current edition of the US Youth Soccer Region III Presidents Cup in all respects.
The South Texas Presidents Cup competition shall be conducted at the following levels:
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The first level of competition is at the District level, which includes the Eastern and Western
Districts. Age groups included in this level will be 11U, 12U, 13U, 14U, 15U, 16U, 17U, 18U, and
19U in both boys and girls.
The second level of competition is at the State level, which includes the top 2 teams from each
District and an El Paso team, should they choose to participate. Age groups included in this level
will be 11U, 12U, 13U, 14U, 15U, 16U, 17U, 18U, and 19U in both boys and girls.

The South Texas Presidents Cup competition shall advance teams to the following levels:
 The top 13U, 14U, 15U, 16U, 17U, and 18U South Texas Presidents Cup team(s) in both boys and
girls shall advance to the Region III Presidents Cup event.
 The top 13U, 14U, 15U, 16U, 17U, and 18U team(s) from the Region III Presidents Cup event in
both boys and girls shall advance to the National Presidents Cup event.
Player Eligibility
 A Player must be properly registered and rostered in accordance with the rules established by
South Texas Youth Soccer.
 Players who were on the Primary Roster for a South Texas team who participated in SRPL are
not eligible to compete in the South Texas Presidents Cup.
 A team that is found guilty for any reason of having an ineligible player on its roster or using an
ineligible player forfeits each game involving that ineligible player.
 Disciplinary action may include, but is not limited to:
o Reprimand
o Forfeiture
o Suspension from one or more matches
o Recommendation of a more severe penalty and/or referral to the Appeals Committee
 A player who has been suspended may play after the player’s term of suspension has expired.
Team Eligibility
The South Texas Presidents Cup competition shall be open to any team whose players are registered
with South Texas Youth Soccer if the team is in compliance with all the following requirements:
 The team must be comprised of properly registered and rostered youth player (as defined by
South Texas Youth Soccer and US Youth Soccer).
 The team must be in good standing with its South Texas Member Association and must be in
compliance with, and has not violated any of the bylaws and policies of South Texas Youth
Soccer or US Youth Soccer.
 The team must not be qualified to participate in the South Texas State Cup. Qualification is
based on Division I and Super II league results.
Passes, Rosters, and Uniforms
Passes
 At the South Texas Presidents Cup competition, each player and team official listed on the
team’s roster must carry an official South Texas Youth Soccer pass (ID card). The member pass
issued to a player shall identify the club by name or other appropriate means of identification.
The pass shall have a current photograph of the player/team official permanently attached and
signature of the Member Association Registrar or his/her designee. Team official passes must
also be signed by the card holder. All passes must be individually laminated, and should be kept
in alphabetical order by last name on a ring or other containing device.
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Team rosters and player/team official passes will be checked at every game. The team’s South
Texas Presidents Cup roster and player/team official passes must be available prior to each
game, to be checked by the referee or site official

Rosters
 South Texas shall set a roster freeze date for the South Texas Presidents Cup. Once a player is
rostered to a team’s Presidents Cup roster and the roster freeze date has passed, no movement
of players is permitted. For the South Texas Presidents Cup Finals Weekend, the use of club
pass will be permitted, however only players from eliminated Presidents Cup or lower Cup
competition teams may be used.
 Each team in the South Texas President Cup competition shall submit a roster with no more
than the number of players allowed by South Texas Youth Soccer rostering requirements. All
rosters should include the number of each player’s jersey. 18 players are eligible to play in a
given match; players on the team roster but not participating may be on the bench in street
clothes. A team must have a roster continuity of at least 9 players throughout the Presidents
Cup competition. This roster continuity requirement will be based off of the roster following the
roster freeze date.
o Rosters must be entered into the GotSoccer system no later than the roster freeze date
set by South Texas Youth Soccer.
o All information listed on the roster must be verified and approved by the appropriate
official of the South Texas Member Association.
Uniforms
 Each player shall have a number on the player’s jersey. The number shall be affixed to the back
of the jersey and shall be clearly visible. Each player on the team must wear a number different
from the number of every other player on the team including goalkeepers.
 In the South Texas Presidents Cup competition and associated activities, team uniforms
(including team officials) may have the name, logo or other identifying mark of US Youth Soccer
and/or one of US Youth Soccer’s affiliated State Associations or affiliated clubs. Team uniforms
may also have a mark or name related to an item or service that is appropriate for youth soccer.
 Any inappropriate marks or logos, as well as the name, logo, or other identifying mark of any
youth soccer organization not affiliated with US Youth Soccer must be removed or covered
when present at a game or associated activity.
Format & Rules of the Competition
Rules of Play: Except as otherwise provided herein, South Texas General Rules of Play shall apply.
Game-Day Procedures: South Texas shall establish and publish game-day procedures which will inform
teams of proper game-day protocols and procedures for District level games. These procedures may be
adjusted for the State level competition.
Substitutions: Substitutions shall be unlimited and made with the consent of the referee at the
following times:
 Prior to a throw-in by the team in possession.
 Prior to a goal kick by either team.
 After a goal by either team.
 After an injury to a player. If the injured player is being substituted for and the opposing team
has a player at the half line waiting to sub, a substitution will be permitted on a 1 for 1 basis.
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After a player is cautioned s/he may be substituted.
At halftime.

Discipline: Players receiving a red card may remain on the team bench. Team officials ejected by the
referee must leave the field to a location that is out of sight and sound of the field.
The minimum penalty for an ejection is the player or team official not being permitted to participate in
the immediate next competition match of his or her team. This penalty may be increased in accordance
with Section 4 of the STYSA Administrative Handbook.
Tournament Management: All questions relating to the qualifications of competitors, to interpretation
of the rules, or any other dispute or protest concerning the South Texas Presidents Cup competition,
shall be referred to the South Texas competition administrator and South Texas Competitions
Committee. All decisions of the competition administrator, in coordination with the Competitions
Committee are final.
Schedule: District level games will be played in April/May. The State level games will be played over the
third (3rd) weekend in May.
 Groups and Schedules will be created by South Texas Youth Soccer.
 Any reschedules due to inclement weather or other extraordinary circumstances will be
managed by South Texas Youth Soccer. Re-scheduling attempts will be made as quickly as
possible.
Grace Period: Teams must be ready to play at the scheduled start time. A ten (10) minute grace period
may be allowed. Any team not ready to play after this grace period has expired shall be reported to the
site official and administrator by the center referee. The STYSA Appeals Committee shall decide when a
forfeit is declared. A minimum of seven (7) players constitutes a legal team.
Home/Visiting Teams: The team listed first in each game pairing is the home team. If, in the opinion of
referee, there is a color conflict, the home team shall change to a jersey of an alternate color.
Technical Area: All players and a maximum of four (4) team officials (i.e. coach, assistant coach,
manager, trainer) may be in the technical area. Team officials must have a South Texas member pass
(Adult Participation Pass, also known as a Kidsafe Pass) that is visible at all times while on the team
sideline. All parents and spectators must be on the opposite touch line.
Uniforms: Each player must wear a uniform with a number on the back of the shirt. Duplicate numbers
are NOT permitted. Teams MUST bring an alternate jersey with a number on the back. No jewelry may
be worn during a match. Goalkeeper’s jerseys are required to have a number.
STANDINGS:
All standings will be determined by points:
6 points for a win
3 points for a tie
0 points for a loss
1 point for each goal up to a maximum of three goals
1 point for a shutout
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Tie Breakers: In the event two or more teams accumulate an equal number of points within any group,
the following tiebreakers will be considered in order until the tie is broken:
 Winner in head-to-head competition (this criteria is not used if more than two teams are tied)
 Highest goal difference (goals for minus goals against) with a maximum of three (3) goals
difference per game counted both for and against. For example, if the score is 8-3, the
calculation would be +3 goals for the winning team, -3 goals for the losing team. If the score is
6-4, the calculation would be +2 goals for the winning team and -2 goals for the losing team.
 Total goals allowed. (Team with the fewest total goals allowed advances.)
 Penalty kicks (See Admin Handbook 5.8.5.)
Progress through the tie-breaking sequence only as long as all teams entering the sequence remain tied.
Once the result at any step of the sequence is different for at least one team, standings shall be assigned
using the results from that step. Should any teams remain tied within the assigned standings, repeat the
progressive sequence starting at step (1) with only the tied teams.
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DIRECTORS CUP
Directors Cup is an open entry competition for any teams that are not seeded in Presidents Cup or State
Cup. The competition is open to 11U through 19U boys and girls teams. New for 2018, the 11U and 12U
age group will only have 1 Bracket for 2018 and all 11U and 12U teams not seeded into Presidents Cup
or State Cup will be eligible to participate. The Directors Cup competition finishes at the State Level.
The third tier of the Spring Cup series is identified as Directors Cup.
 This is a restricted entry competition open to teams that are not seeded into Presidents Cup or
State Cup.
 The competition will be played under STYSA rules.
 These rules apply from the first game played at the local level that determines advancement /
elimination of a team.
 All teams must retain a consistency of rosters between their Fall and Spring rosters as
designated in the entry instructions.
 A team may only play in the age group in which they participated in during the Fall season.
 There is no play time requirement no matter what the designation of the team playing is of the
team entered in the competition.
 In order to be eligible, teams must have participated in a fall qualifying league and must
participate in their local association’s spring league (if offered). Any exceptions to team eligibility
must be approved by the Competitions Committee.
 An Invitational District Tournament will be held in late April within each District.
 The State Tournament will be held in May on the date specified on the Perpetual Calendar and
will include the first and second place teams in each age group from the two District
tournaments, along with a representative from El Paso if entered.
 There is no advancement from the Directors Cup.

ELIGIBILITY







To be eligible, all players must be properly registered and in compliance with all state
registration rules.
Any team found to have an ineligible player on the roster or having used an ineligible player in
any game during the competition forfeits each game involving the ineligible player.
 Disciplinary action may include, but is not limited to:
o Reprimand
o Forfeiture
o Suspension from one or more matches
o Recommendation of a more severe penalty and/or referral to the Appeals Committee
Each player must be issued a player pass for the current seasonal year, which will serve as their
official ID. Virtual cards in GotSoccer are an acceptable form of official ID. ID cards will be
checked by the referee crew prior to the start of each match of the Competition.
Each player (including the goalkeeper) must wear an official uniform with a jersey number that
is different from the number of every other player on that team.
Each player (including the goalkeeper) must have an alternate jersey of an opposing color (light
vs dark) with a jersey number that is different from the number of every other player on that
team.
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If, in the opinion of referee, there is a color conflict, the home team shall change to a jersey of
an alternate color.
A team not ready to play at the scheduled start time will be granted a 10-minute grace period.
If the team is not prepared to play at the end of the grace period, the game will be declared a
forfeit (see forfeiture rule under Overview section).
A 13U-19U team must have at least 7 players on the field of play at the start of the game. If the
team has less than 7 players, the team will forfeit the game (see forfeiture rule).
An 11U-U12U team must have at least 6 players on the field of play at the start of the game. If
the team has less than 6 players, the team will forfeit the game (see forfeiture rule).
Both teams and team officials participating in the game shall be on one touch line. Parents and
spectators for each team will be on the opposite touchline directly across from their team’s
bench area. Parents and spectators for each team may only occupy space on their respective
half of the touchline and may not encroach into any other space identified as a non-spectator
area.
A team may have no more than four (4) individuals designated as team officials on the team
sideline at any given time. A coach or team official’s current Adult Participation Pass (Kidsafe
Pass) will be their Bench Pass. The Kidsafe Pass must be visible at all times that the coach or
team official is on the team sideline.
All team officials must remain within the designated technical area and behave in a responsible
manner.

GAME PLAY


Ball sizes, game lengths, and overtime periods will be in accordance with STYSA Rules.
o If inclement weather affects the Directors Cup State Tournament, the following process
will apply regarding play and the determination of the winner.
o If play is suspended or the start of play is delayed, the Cup Committee may eliminate
overtime periods in the event of a tie and go directly to FIFA Kicks from the Penalty
Mark.
o The game length may be reduced as needed by the Cup Committee. If the game is
terminated after the start of the second half, the result of the game will stand. In the
event, the game is tied when terminated, advancement in the competition will be
determined by FIFA Kicks from the Penalty Mark.

PLAY FORMAT AND ADVANCEMENT
Play groups will be formed in each District. The number of teams in each group and number of groups will be
determined based on the total registration numbers for each age group. Advancement scenarios to Directors
Cup State Finals Weekend will differ based on the number of teams participating in each age group/gender.
Advancement determination for each age group will be posted on the South Texas website
(www.stxsoccer.org) after the number of teams/groups in each age group is finalized.
The 1st and 2nd place finishers at the District Playoffs will advance to the Directors Cup State Finals Weekend.
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SOUTH TEXAS CUP
South Texas Cup is a developmental level State competition offered in the Spring.
 This is a restricted entry competition open to Division II or Division III teams from the previous
fall season and recommended for lower Division II and upper Division III teams.
 There will be two brackets of play (Division II and Division III). STYSA may combine brackets
based on the number of registered teams.
 Teams must be registered for South Texas Cup by the date designated by STYSA.
 In order to be eligible, teams must participate in their local association’s spring league.
 An Invitational District Tournament will be held in mid-April within each District composed of
teams that have competed in a local association spring league the same seasonal year.
 The State tournament will be held after the District tournament as specified on the Perpetual
Calendar. The State tournament will include the first and second place teams in each age group
from the two District tournaments, along with a representative from El Paso if entered.
 There is a requirement for coaches to make every effort to play each player at least 50% of the
time.
o Coaches must play each registered player that is present one-half of the game unless
unable to do so due to player’s illness or injury or for disciplinary reasons. In the event
that a player is present but will not be playing, the coach must inform the referee and
the opposing coach as to the reason that player will not participate.
 Each team will be allowed up to 3 guest players
o Guest players must be a primary player from a team that is eligible for, but not
participating in, the South Texas Cup.
o Guest players must be of the same age group or younger than the team they are guest
playing for.
o Guest players must be of the same level of play or lower than the team they are guest
playing for (i.e. a Division III team may NOT use guest players who are Division II).
o Guest players who are rostered to another team participating in South Texas Cup or any
other STYSA cup competition are not eligible to guest play.

ELIGIBILITY






To be eligible, all players must be properly registered and in compliance with all state
registration rules.
Any team found to have an ineligible player on the roster or having used an ineligible player in
any game during the competition forfeits each game involving the ineligible player.
 Disciplinary action may include, but is not limited to:
o Reprimand
o Forfeiture
o Suspension from one or more matches
o Recommendation of a more severe penalty and/or referral to the Appeals Committee
Each player must be issued a player pass for the current seasonal year, which will serve as their
official ID. Virtual cards in GotSoccer are an acceptable form of official ID. ID cards will be
checked by the referee crew prior to the start of each match of the Competition.
Each player (including the goalkeeper) must wear an official uniform with a jersey number that
is different from the number of every other player on that team.
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Each player (including the goalkeeper) must have an alternate jersey of an opposing color (light
vs dark) with a jersey number that is different from the number of every other player on that
team.
In, in the opinion of referee, there is a color conflict, the home team shall change to a jersey of
an alternate color.
A team not ready to play at the scheduled start time will be granted a 10-minute grace period.
Any team not ready to play after this grace period has expired shall be reported to the
Tournament Director by the center referee. The STYSA Appeals Committee shall decide when a
forfeit is declared.
A 13U-19U team must have at least 7 players on the field of play at the start of the game.
A 11U-12U team must have at least 6 players on the field of play at the start of the game.
Both teams and team officials participating in the game shall be on one touch line. Parents and
spectators for each team will be on the opposite touchline directly across from their team’s
bench area. Parents and spectators for each team may only occupy space on their respective
half of the touchline and may not encroach into any other space identified as a non-spectator
area.
A team may have no more than four (4) individuals designated as team officials on the team
sideline at any given time. Each team official must have their Adult Participation Pass (Kidsafe
Pass) displayed at all times while they are on the team sideline.
All team officials must remain within the designated technical area and behave in a responsible
manner.

GAME PLAY


Ball sizes, game lengths, and overtime periods will be in accordance with STYSA Rules.
o If inclement weather affects the South Texas Cup State Tournament, the following
process will apply regarding play and the determination of the winner.
o If play is suspended or the start of play is delayed, the Cup Committee may eliminate
overtime periods in the event of a tie and go directly to FIFA Kicks from the Penalty
Mark.
o The game length may be reduced as needed by the Cup Committee. If the game is
terminated after the start of the second half, the result of the game will stand. In the
event, the game is tied when terminated, advancement in the competition will be
determined by FIFA Kicks from the Penalty Mark.

PLAY FORMAT AND ADVANCEMENT
Any Division II or III team not pre-qualified for Directors Cup may enter the South Texas Cup District event. The
number of teams in each group and number of groups will be determined based on the total registration
numbers for each age group. Advancement scenarios to South Texas Cup State Finals Weekend will differ
based on the number of teams participating in each age group/gender at the District competition.
Advancement determination for each age group will be posted on the South Texas website
(www.stxsoccer.org) after the number of teams/groups in each age group is finalized.
The 1st and 2nd place finishers at the District Playoffs will advance to the South Texas Cup State Finals
Weekend.
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SPRING CUPS STATE FINALS – RULES AND PROCEDURES
SECTION A – Pre-Tournament Procedures
Scheduling of Games
 The Cup competition administrator will oversee the scheduling of games for the competition
based on information with regard to field sizes, locations, field conditions, availability.
 Schedules will be developed with placeholders based on the number of teams participating
 The format of the tournament shall be in compliance with State Rules which require a full round
robin. Games may end in a tie.
Mandatory Check-in
A team representative is required to check-in the team on Friday night or at the time and location
designated. Requests for an exception must be submitted in writing prior to the event stating the
reason one team representative cannot be present on Friday evening. Each request will be considered
on a case-by-case basis.
Check-in Documentation
The team representative must provide the following documents at Team Check-in:
 US Youth Soccer Player Pass - each player must have an ID Card that includes the player’s name,
age group, birth date, a current photo of the player, is signed by the Association registrar, and is
laminated with a material that allows the information to be seen and read
 Adult Participation (Kidsafe) Pass - each adult must have a pass of the color defined for the
current seasonal year that includes the adult’s name, a current photo of the adult, is signed by
the adult and Association registrar, and is laminated with a material that allows the information
to be seen and read. This pass must be visible at all times.
 Team roster – any roster provided by the team will be checked against the roster provided by
the State. Any discrepancies must be resolved as the State Roster will be the official roster for
the State competition. Rosters must include at least one adult participant (coach, assistant
coach, trainer).
 Penalty Point Report – The Cup competition administrator will generate this report and provide
at check-in.
 Completed and signed copies of any other documents required for that competition
o i.e. for State Cup and Presidents Cup a Advancement Commitment Form is required
Copies of birth certificates are not required as this information is considered to have been verified by
the Association or Club Registrar at the time of registration. If a player’s birth date is challenged, the
team representative will have 24 hours in which to provide a copy of the document for the player being
challenged.
Any birth certificate of age verification document that is in a foreign language must have an English
translation attached to the original document. Translations may be provided by anyone recognized as a
translator by South Texas Youth Soccer Association. No parent or other family member will be allowed
to translate for any member of their son or daughter’s team unless they are certified or accredited to
teach the specific language, i.e. high school teacher, professor of languages at a university or college, a
court translator, or anyone recognized as an official translator by the organization. All translations will
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be dated and include qualifications to translate, the translator’s signature, address and telephone
number.
Official Game Cards
The official record of the tournament is the game card filled out by the referee. All game cards will be
produced prior to the event and will be available for distribution to the referee prior to the game for
which they are scheduled. The Game Card must include, but is not limited to:
 Game information – date, time, location, game number, field number
 Division of play – age and gender
 Team names – designated as “home” and “away”
 Jersey number of each player
 Jersey number of players who scored
 Game time of scores
 Final score of the game
 Coaches Name
 Details on cautions and sendoffs
 Notation for any person sitting out a Red Card suspension
 Referee comments
 Referee signatures
 Coaches / Team Official signatures
At the end of each match a team administrator from each team is required to inspect and sign the game
report. Any discrepancies should be brought to the attention of the referee at this time. Once the
report is turned into tournament headquarters by the referee, it will be deemed as the official report
and no changes to information on the card will be permitted.
In the event that one or both coaches wish to file a protest regarding the match, this must also be noted
on the game card and both coaches shall remain onsite until the issue is resolved.

SECTION B – ON-SITE PROCEDURES
Field Marking
Each sideline is to be marked with a clearly defined “Technical Area” for the teams. On the spectator’s
sideline, an additional area should be marked that starts 3 yards from the half-field line and 1 yard from
the touch line, extending to the top of the penalty area parallel to the touchline per spectator area.
These spectator areas will keep the half-field area clear and provide uninterrupted line space for the
assistant referee.
Game Balls
South Texas Youth Soccer Association will provide balls of the appropriate size for each age group in
State Cup and Presidents Cup. Note: The game balls for each age group MUST meet the requirements of
the competition. Once the game begins, a protest cannot be lodged because of an illegal ball.
Grace Periods
Teams must be ready to play at the scheduled start time. A ten (10) minute grace period may be
allowed. Any team not ready to play after this grace period has expired shall be reported to the
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Tournament Director by the center referee. The STYSA Appeals Committee shall decide when a forfeit is
declared. A minimum of seven (7) players constitutes a legal team.
Home Team – Visiting Team
The team listed first is the home team. The visiting team will have the choice of jersey colors. If, in the
opinion of the referee there is a color conflict with the jersey color of the opponent, the home team
shall change jerseys.
Team and Spectator Location
The teams will sit on the opposite side of the fields from the spectators. Teams will be separated by a
minimum distance of 20 yards, 10 yards either side of the center line, or by a table or bench. A
maximum of four adults per team will be permitted on the team sideline and all must have visible the
Bench Pass issued by the Tournament.
Parents and spectators for each team will be on the opposite touchline directly across from their team’s
bench area. Parents and spectators for each team may only occupy space on their respective half of the
touchline and may not encroach into any other space identified as a non-spectator area.
Bench Passes
A coach or team officials Adult Participation Pass (Kidsafe Pass) will be their Bench Pass. The Kidsafe
Pass must be visible at all times that the coach or team official is on the team sideline. No Pass, No
Attendance on the team sideline, No exceptions.
Uniforms / Equipment
 Each player must wear an official uniform with a six-inch minimum size number on the back of
the shirt (this includes goalies). Duplicate numbers are not permitted.
 The wearing of shin guards is mandatory for all players. A player will not be allowed to play
without wearing them at all times during the game.
 In accordance with state rules, no player will be allowed to play with a hard cast, padded or
otherwise. Braces with exposed metal or hard plastics must be wrapped with a minimum of ½
inch high density foam wrapping or the manufacturer’s recommended protective coating.
 The referee has final judgment as to any equipment a player is allowed to wear. In the event a
player wishes to wear a brace or other apparatus during a game, the player must have the
apparatus inspected by the Referee Committee prior to the start of the competition. A log will
be maintained by the Referee Committee of all inspections and will include the date and time of
the inspection; the player’s name, age, and team name; and whether the apparatus may or may
not be worn during play.
 Each player, team, and team official may only have on his/her/their apparel the name, logo, or
other identifying mark of US Youth soccer or a member directly or indirectly of US Youth Soccer.
o A name, logo, or other identifying mark of any youth soccer organization other than US
Youth Soccer or its member must be removed, replaced, or covered before a player,
team or team official may enter or remain at a field complex where the STYSA
competition is being held.
o After an initial warning pursuant to above, the name, logo, or other identifying mark of
any youth soccer organization other than US Youth Soccer or its member must be
removed before the player, team or team official may enter or continue in the
competition.
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Player / Adult ID Cards
Before each game, the referee or assistant referee will obtain the player and team official passes from
either the field marshal or coach. The passes will remain with the referee for the duration of the game.
Passes of individuals ejected from the game will be turned in by the referee or field marshal with the
Game Card to Tournament Headquarters. It will be the responsibility of each coach, or his/her designee,
at the end of the game, to obtain the remaining passes back from the referee and also from tournament
headquarters for any players or coaches who were ejected and have served the required suspension.

SECTION C – RULES OF PLAY, SCORING, AND FORFEITS
Except as otherwise noted in these rules, STYSA General Rules of Play will govern all games.
Play Time and Substitution Requirements for Players
o State Cup (USYS National Championship Series)
 There is no play time requirement.
 For the U13 and U14 age groups, the number of substitutions shall be
unlimited.
 Substitutions may be made with prior permission from the referee
when the team is in possession of the throw in, or by either team when
there is a goal kick, after a goal is scored, or there is an injury situation.
After a caution, a substitution can be made for the player receiving the
caution.
 For the U15 through U19 age groups, the number of substitutions shall be
limited.
 A maximum of 7 substitutions for each team shall be allowed in each
game during each half of play and during overtime play. After leaving
the game during a half of play, the substituted player may not re-enter
the game during that same half of play. After leaving the game during
overtime play, the substituted player may not re-enter the game.
 Substitutions may be made when the team is in possession of the throw
in, or by either team when there is a goal kick, after a goal is scored, or
there is an injury situation
o Presidents Cup
 There is no play time requirement.
 The number of substitutions shall be unlimited.
 Substitutions may be made with prior permission from the referee
when the team is in possession of the throw in, or by either team when
there is a goal kick, after a goal is scored, or there is an injury situation.
After a caution, a substitution can be made for the player receiving the
caution.
o Directors Cup
 There is no play time requirement.
 The number of substitutions shall be unlimited.
 Substitutions may be made with prior permission from the referee
when the team is in possession of the throw in, or by either team when
there is a goal kick, after a goal is scored, or there is an injury situation.
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o

After a caution, a substitution can be made for the player receiving the
caution.
South Texas Cup
 Coaches must play each registered player that is present one-half of the game
unless unable to do so due to a player’s illness or injury or for disciplinary
reasons. In the event a player is present but will not be playing, the coach must
inform the referee and the opposing coach as to the reason the player will not
participate.
 The number of substitutions shall be unlimited.
 Substitutions may be made with prior permission from the referee when the
team is in possession of the throw in, or by either team when there is a goal
kick, after a goal is scored, or there is an injury situation. After a caution, a
substitution can be made for the player receiving the caution.

Standings
Team standings shall be determined by accumulation of points awarded as follows:
6 points for a win
3 points for a tie
0 points for a loss
1 point for each goal to a maximum of 3 goals
1 point for a shutout
Tiebreakers
In the event two or more teams accumulate an equal number of points within any group, the following
tiebreakers will be considered in order until the tie is broken:
 Winner in head-to-head competition (not used of more than two teams are tied); then, if the
teams are tied,
 Highest goal difference (goals for minus goals against) with a maximum of three (3) goals
difference per game counted both for and against. For example, if the score is 8-3, the
calculation would be +3 goals for the winning team, -3 goals for the losing team. If the score is
6-4, the calculation would be +2 goals for the winning team and -2 goals for the losing team.
 Total goals allowed. (Team with the fewest total goals allowed advances.)
 Kicks from the Penalty Mark (See Admin Handbook 5.8.5.)
If more than two teams are tied, the sequence will be followed starting with step 2 until a team is
eliminated.
Forfeiture Rule
If a team fails to appear or play a game, the team shall be removed from the competition immediately
and their games shall not count, with final review by the STYSA Appeals Committee. Any team that fails
to complete the tournament may be subject to disciplinary sanctions and/or fines by STYSA.
If a forfeit is declared because of a rules violation or protest, the winning team will be awarded 10
points, the game scored 3-0 and marked as an administrative forfeit. In cases of administrative forfeits,
a team will not be removed from the event. In cases of administrative forfeits, teams will be reviewed by
the STYSA Appeals Committee for further or additional disciplinary sanctions.
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Unfinished Games
If any game is abandoned after play begins, the STYSA Appeals Committee or any three (3) members of
the STYSA Executive Committee shall decide: a) if the score at the time of the abandonment shall be the
score of the game; b) if the game shall be declared a forfeit for one or both teams; or, c) if the game
shall be replayed. There shall be no appeal of the decision.

SECTION D – DISCIPLINE AND PROTESTS
Except as otherwise noted in these rules, STYSA Discipline, Protest, and Grievance Procedures will
govern all games.
Player Ejections
 A player who is sent off may remain in the bench area.
 The player’s pass, together with the referee report, shall be turned over to appropriate person
at Tournament Headquarters by the referee.
 The minimum penalty for an ejection is the player not being permitted to play in the immediate
next competition match of his or her team. This penalty may be increased in accordance with
Section 4 of the STYSA Administrative Handbook.
 If the team of an ejected player allows the player to participate in the game he or she is required
to sit out, that team will automatically forfeit the game (see forfeiture rule).
 A team representative is responsible for picking up the player’s pass from tournament officials
following the completion of the disciplinary period.
Bench Personnel Ejection, Point Accumulation, Send-off, or Request to Leave
 If a coach, assistant coach, trainer or any other adult associated with the team is ejected or
asked to leave the game by the referee, the suspension requires that they leave the facility and
cannot return for the remainder of that day and for the next regularly scheduled match day, and
for the next game actually played by the team which played the game from which they were
ejected.
 If a coach, assistant coach, trainer or any other adult associated with the team is not ejected or
asked to leave a game by a referee but reaches 18, 24 or 30 penalty points, then the suspension
will be for the next 2, 3, or 4 games actually played by the team which played the game in which
the coach reached the appropriate points.
 The coaches’ pass together with the referee’s report of the incident shall be turned over to the
appropriate person at Tournament Headquarters who will submit it to the STYSA Appeals
Committee.
 The minimum penalty for the ejection is a one game suspension to be served in the next
immediately following game played by the team.
 The penalty may be increased at the determination of the STYSA Appeals Committee. No
appeals are allowed.
 Any other individuals who may be reasonably construed as being associated with a team, such
as relatives and spectators, are also subject to the jurisdiction and authority of US Youth Soccer
and the STYSA. A team may be held responsible for the actions of any individual at any game
that is a supporter of that team.
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Tournament Discipline
Tournament discipline will be the responsibility of the STYSA Appeals Committee. Any extenuating
circumstances that would prevent a team from complying with all requirements must be submitted to
the designated Tournament Coordinator prior to the tournament. Failure to comply with all tournament
requirements could result in a fine, probation, suspension or a combination of these determinations.
Coaches are responsible for their behavior as well as that of their coaching staff, parents and players.
Protests
All questions relating to the qualifications of the competitors or interpretation of the rules, or any
dispute or protest shall be referred to the STYSA Appeals Committee.
 Validity – To be valid and eligible for consideration, each protest must:
o be verbally lodged with the referee and the opposing coach at the game site before
entering the field of play or before leaving the game site except as noted below.
o be filed with the Chair of the STYSA Appeals Committee or his/her representative within
30 minutes of the completion of the game in protest.
o include one written copy of the protest including all particulars regarding the grounds
on which the protest is being lodged; and
o include the protest fee of $250 in the form of cash or a cashier’s check or money order
made payable to STYSA.
 Timing
o Game Situations - All protests must be received by the Chair of the STYSA Appeals
Committee or his/her designee within 30 minutes of the completion of the game being
protested.
o Non-game situations - All protests must be received by the Chair of the Protest
Committee or his/her designee within four hours of the scheduled start time of the last
game in the bracket or division in question, whichever is latest.
 Playing Conditions - All protests relating to the ground, goal posts, bars or other appurtenances
of the games shall be entertained only if a written objection has been lodged with the referee
and the opposing coach prior to the start of the game.
Procedures
 The STYSA Appeals Committee shall immediately upon the receipt of a protest notify the teams
and shall give a copy of the protest and all particulars to the teams, which will then have the
right to defend their cases, with or without witnesses (maximum of 2 per each team).
 A plea of ignorance to the rules and regulations is not sufficient grounds for protest. Judgment
decisions of the referee are not subject to protest.
 The STYSA Appeals Committee shall compile the necessary information to hear the protest, from
all available sources before the protest is heard. This shall include, if possible, coaches, field
marshals, referees, assessors, witnesses if necessary, etc.
 After compiling the necessary information, the STYSA Appeals committee will meet to conduct
the protest hearing. The decisions of the committee shall be binding on all parties. The STYSA
Appeals Committee will notify the parties of the committee’s decision.
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